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Campus
Popular
Opinion Leads
to Change in
Preregistration
Process
By RORY LOWE
Back in November 2017, several emails containing a survey about preregistration popped
up in students’ inboxes. The same survey was
sent to faculty earlier in the year. About half of
all students and three-quarters of all faculty responded, expressing their wish that the school
change its preregistration process from a yearby-year model to a semester-by-semester model. Of those who responded to the surveys, twothirds of students and about 60 percent of faculty
were in favor of the change.
Come Block 7 this year, when preregistration
begins, students will sign up not for the eight
classes of yesteryear, but rather, only the four
classes of next year’s fall semester.
“Traditionally in the spring semester, students
switch out of classes at a volume that’s way higher than in the fall,” said Associate Dean Pedro de
Araujo. Considering this fact and other data, de
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Quad Innovation Program Announces
New Spring Initiatives

Complicating the
‘Evangelical Vatican’

U.S. Air Force Academy, Quad has
transformed into a year-round collaborative business program that
works to expose students to new industries as they problem solve with
local businesses.
Under the direction of Executive
Director Jake Eichengreen and CC
alum Beka Adair ’16, Quad employs
24 students from the respective col-

with Focus on the Family. Moreover, Tice sees herself as represenBy GRACE PERRY
tative of the majority on campus;
“Most leave college as a stronger she said most CC students “probbeer drinker. We want you to leave ably think it’s crazy evangelical
college as a stronger Christian,” Christians.” Above all, Tice said
reads an advertisement from Fo- Focus on the Family comes off as
cus on the Family, an international “very forceful in their beliefs,” and
Christian ministry founded in 1977 their beliefs often stand in direct
and based in Colorado Springs. contrast with those of the CC comMeanwhile, a mere 10 miles away munity.
On the first floor of Foon the Colorado College camcus on the Family’s
pus, students at a
Welcome Center,
house party have
open since 1994,
fastened
shot
‘Crazy,’ ‘ultrathere is a display
glasses to an old
case, “Touch of
conservative,’
ski, supporting a
which details
now widely popu‘non-mainstream Life,”
prenatal
developlar party accesChristian,’ and
ment. There are
sory appropriately
small, rubber bacalled “the shots‘propaganda-y’
bies at all stages of
ki.” Needless to say,
are
stereotypical
in utero developCC students rarely
ment beginning at
phrases...
interact with Focus
seven weeks and
on the Family, and
ending with nine
that choice is quite
months. To the
intentional.
“Crazy,” “ultra-conservative,” right, there is information on “Op“non-mainstream Christian,” and tion Ultrasound”: Focus on the
“propaganda-y” are stereotypical Family’s ultrasound initiative that

By CHANEY SKILLING
The Quad Innovation Program
is launching three community
projects this semester. Originally
a joint summer program between
Colorado College, Pikes Peak Community College, University of Colorado Colorado Springs, and the

leges. “It’s a great opportunity to
turn ideas into action and solve
key problems in Colorado Springs,”
said Adair. The Quad business
model gives Colorado Springs businesses the opportunity to work with
students who aren’t “entrenched”
in the business world. Building
project teams with students from
Continued on pg. 4
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Israeli and Palestinian Fighters Work Together to Bring Peace
On Feb. 21, the Colorado College branch
of Jstreet U, which is a national organization
that works primarily toward a two-state solution between Israel and Palestine, invited
two representatives to give a presentation on
their experience of joining the activism scene
in Palestine through Combatants for Peace.
Combatants for Peace is a nonprofit organization led by a collective of former Israeli
and Palestinian soldiers. The egalitarian, binational, grassroots organization was founded on the belief that the cycle of violence
can only be broken when Israelis and Palestinians join forces. It started in 2005 when
some Israeli soldiers from elite units signed
an open letter in the newspaper refusing to
serve any longer in the West Bank: “What we
were asked to do was not right.”
A group of Palestinians reached out to this
group of Israeli soldiers for a meeting. They
initially had a secret meeting to develop trust,
community, and closeness between the two
groups that both never thought civility was
possible. The Israeli soldiers thought it was
a trap for them to get bombed. However, in

Combatants for Peace representatives clearly suicide bombings on a bus. At that moment,
highlighted that it is not a dialogue group, but Nobaz felt so close to death and the void
“a group committed to action and service.” that every family feels when they lose their
They are not undermining efforts of dialogue child. She became aware of the conflict. Nobaz used to think that brave
and understanding, rather,
leaders are responsible for
they perceive them as not
bringing peace to the conenough. Their main goal is
It is not a dialogue flict, so she waited for those
to “maintain the integrity
of non-violence resistance
group, but, ‘a group leaders. However, those
leaders never came.
and activism amidst violent
committed to action
At 18, Nobaz was drafted.
communities” through nonShe
did not hesitate to join;
violent
communication/
and service.’
she was proud. One of her
activism training and ensurclose friends refused to
ing that all their activities reserve because of the conmain non-violent.
While they also recognize the inherently flict; however, Nobaz viewed her friend as
unequal nature of the Israeli and the Pales- very radical at the time. In 2014, the war in
tinian groups, Combatants for Peace unites Gaza took place. By seeing the horrific phoon taking action to stop the occupation and tos on TV of destruction and massive cauthe violence. Actions include building play- salities, Nobaz knew she couldn’t wait for
grounds in destroyed Palestinian land, pro- the brave leaders. She started to go to providing water sources, and participating in tests where she learned about Combatants
for Peace, whose representatives were at the
peaceful protests.
Noga Nobaz, the Israeli representative from protest. She admired the Palestinians’ courCombatants for Peace, is the coordinator for age to come to Tel Aviv to speak to Israelis in

By RAMAH
ALERYAN

used to shout at him as a child. This is the environment that Alhadar grew up in, an environment that is angry about stolen land and
scares children with the Jews.
As a child, Alhadar used to throw stones
at the Israeli Jeeps. Alhadar thought it was
a game until Israeli soldiers shot his friend
in front of his eyes. In response, he tried to
make a homemade bomb with his friend
who lost his finger in the explosion. Consequently, Alhadar was arrested and jailed
for three years while he was still under age.
Palestinian prisoners were able to study and
read in jail, so Alhadar learned about Martin
Luther King and Nelson Mandela, among
others. Through this, Alhadar deduced that
non-violence would be the only way to fix
the situation. After he was released from jail,
Alhadar witnessed his cousin get shot, which
prompted him to join the militant section of
Fatah movement.
When Alhadar was invited to the first
meeting for Combatants for Peace, he was
very hesitant to meet Israeli soldiers. He was
worried that one of them may have killed his

Courtesy of Elam
Boockvar-Klein

2006, they formally launched Combatants for
Peace. The network grew to hundreds of core
activists who dedicate their time for activities
in several areas of the West Bank, thousands
of participants, and hundreds of thousands
of followers.
The pillars of the organization are “deep
commitment to non-violence, togetherness
in decision-making regarding finances, organizing activities, maintaining equality between the Israeli and Palestinian activists,
commitment to giving space for women’s
voices, and lastly, action on the ground.”

the Jerusalem group. She is 32 years old, living in Haifa, Israel. Her great-grandparents
are Ukrainian, but they came to Israel in the
1920s. For them, Israel is a place where you
can live “with security, but also live proudly
as Jewish.” She recognizes how lucky she
is to have been born in Israel and therefore
exempt from the struggle of Jews in East Europe. However, she found an equally disturbing struggle in Israel.
Nobaz described living with suicide bombings. In 2000 during the Second Intifada, she
lost many of her classmates in one of the

Hebrew. While Nobaz felt conflicted in thinking empathetically about the Palestinian side
and its causalities, she decided to join Combatants for Peace.
On the other hand, Raed Alhadar, a Palestinian from Ramallah, described his side of
the story of the occupation. “My story is like
a story of many thousands of Palestinians
living under the occupation,” Alhadar said.
When he was a child, he used to hear his
father talk about his land as stolen by an Israeli settler. “I will bring you to the Jews if you
do not stop what you are doing,” his mother

friend or cousin. At first, there was no trust.
However, in spite of his certainty that “there
is no equality between the two sides,” Alhadar believes that both sides have to leave the
weapons behind to change peoples’ lives
and situations. “Life cannot continue with
violence,” he said. “Non-violence is the only
secure way to defeat the hate, revenge, and
the conflict.”
If you want to know more about Combatants for Peace, watch the movie “Disturbing
the Peace,” available on Netflix.

CC Visiting Writers Series Presents Matt Kirkpatrick
By ELLEN LOUCKS
On Thursday, Feb. 22 in Gaylord Hall, Matt
Kirkpatrick lectured for Colorado College’s
Block 6 Visiting Writers Series. A collaboration between the English Department and
the McLean Visiting Writers Endowment,
the Visiting Writers Series invites an accomplished writer to CC each block. The writer is
given the opportunity to present their writing and expound upon their background
and writing career. Kirkpatrick read excerpts
from his three novels—“Light Without Heat”
(2012), “The Exiles” (2013), and “Diary of
a Pennsylvania Farmer” (2018)—as well as
from his latest manuscript.
Kirkpatrick received his Ph.D. from the
University of Utah and is currently an assistant professor of Creative Writing at Eastern
Michigan University. According to the English Department at Eastern Michigan University, Kirkpatrick focuses his teaching on experimental and digital fiction and poetry. He

has contributed to numerous literary journals, including The Common, The Rumpus,
and The Conium Review.
Kirkpatrick was introduced to the audience
by Tanner Haughn ’19, an English major and
philosophy minor. She discussed her initial
encounter with Kirkpatrick’s work which
was when reading his debut, “Light without
Heat.” Haughn described her experience as
both a “stumbling across and a stumbling
through.” As she read the collection of short
stories within “Light without Heat,” “the listlike format and collection of fragmented conversations from obscure voices… bid [her] to
slow down.”
Haughn’s personification of Kirkpatrick’s
writing captures the author’s experimental
yet compelling style. “By the end, I sat still
and glorified in the way that [Kirkpatrick’s]
author voice, the voices’ voices, and my own
reader voice tag-teamed,” Haughn commented.
Yet, Haughn mourned the “literary grief”
she experienced upon finishing “Light with-

out Heat”—a bittersweet relinquish of being
unable to experience the joys of reading a
story again for the first time.
Kirkpatrick proceeded to take his audience deeper into “literary grief” as he robbed
them of the opportunity to ever again hear his
voice give life to the previously silent stories
of words on a page. He opened the lecture
with an excerpt from his manuscript, which
was set in the 20th century art museum. Similar to many of Kirkpatrick’s previous novels,
his manuscript utilized narration of multiple
voices. Written from the perspectives of a
museum visitor and a curator frustrated with
the mediocre quality of his museum, the story was told through a series of vivid descriptions of the institution’s paintings.
Kirkpatrick emphasized how the contrasting sensory perceptions of the two narrators
enhanced the plot development by complementing one another. While Kirkpatrick intended for his novel to be narrated through
only the viewpoint of the curator, his publisher’s concern over the fragmented story-

line compelled him to add another voice to
complement the curator’s perspective.
Additionally, Kirkpatrick read from his
most recent publication, “Diary of a Pennsylvania Farmer,” which both reflects his childhood in Pennsylvania and parodies the religious sentiment of the Puritanical Northeast.
Haughn noted that the intimacy of the diary
format enabled a silent reading of this book.
Kirkpatrick’s narration removed the reader
from the pressing urgency of daily life and
instead translated the real world into words
on a page.
Literature is a complex art; the multiple
dimensions of the characters’ voices, the
reader’s own voice, and the author’s voice itself are essential to capturing the entirety of a
story. Only together do these three facets enable print on a page to come alive.
Despite inflicting his audience with “literary grief,” Kirkpatrick allowed audience
members to experience the dimension of
how his own voice contributed to the intricate craft of his stories.
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Where Time Isn’t Money: The Human Costs of Prison Labor

For all of Block 6, the Colorado College Prison Project group will have art installations in
various buildings and an interactive audio exhibit in Worner Campus Center. As listed on
CC’s website, “The mission of the Prison Project is prison reform advocacy and education
on our campus. We believe that every person
is complicit in the injustices of incarceration,
so we must utilize our power and resources to

Photos By Nick Penzel

Complicating the ‘Evangelical Vatican’
center circle reads: “The Value of Male and
Female / We believe that God created humans in His image, intentionally male and
female, each bringing unique and complehas the intent of preventing abortions.
mentary qualities to sexuality and relationIn contrast, Boettcher Health Center sells
ships.” Meanwhile, at CC, buildings are
emergency contraceptive to students over
equipped with an all gender, single-stall
the counter.
bathroom for students who do not identify
Brio, Focus on the Family’s monthly teen
within the gender binary.
magazine, has an article in its most recent
When asked what brought a receptionissue dedicated to dating and relationships
ist, who asked not to be named, to Focus on
titled “Looking for a great date?” The author
the Family, she answered: “It was the lord.”
explores the qualities “worth considering”
When asked what brought CC students to
before dating someone. One of them intheir college, some joke: “It was the weed.”
cludes: “Would pursuing a relationship with
Focus on the Family is far from the only
this guy draw you closer to Jesus Christ or
conservative religious group in Colorado
pull you away?” On the other hand, in CC’s
Springs. In fact, the city earned the nickname
monthly publication, Cipher, Sonya Pad“The Evangelical Vatican”
den ‘19, also wrote about
in the ‘90s because of the
dating and relationships
immense concentration of
in her piece, “A Practiced
For some, however, conservative evangelicals
Disrespect,” opening with:
and religious nonprofits
“‘I can’t kiss you now,’ he
the narrative of
within city limits. For desaid after [cumming] in my
cades, Colorado Springs
Colorado
Springs
as
an
mouth. ‘I think I’m going to
fostered a narrative as a
go smoke… what are you evangelical stronghold
hotbed for religious congoing to do now?’ As if it
still
exists.
servatism, described in
should have been obvious
the ‘90s as “ground zero”
that nothing else was going
in the culture wars.
to happen in that bedroom.
The heavily Republican
I put on my clothes and left.”
area surrounded by five military bases was
Focus on the Family’s Welcome Center is
internationally known as a center for Chriscovered with scripture, characters from “Adtian evangelicalism. After becoming “the
ventures in Odyssey”—Focus on the Family’s
foreclosure capital” of the United States in
children’s radio program—and stories about
the late ‘80s, the Springs began recruiting
women who decided to keep their baby
evangelical Christians in hopes of bettering
rather than abort it. The walls and bathroom
the city’s diminished economy with Chrisstalls across CC? At any given moment, they
tian nonprofits. It worked.
are plastered with posters promoting queer
Given the city’s history as pro-military,
sexual education, DACA legislation, and safe
conservative, and religious, Christian evandrinking habits.
gelicals flocked to Colorado Springs. As
A large plaque in Focus on the Family’s

Continued from the front page
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recently as 2005, there were more than 100
active evangelical Christian groups in the
city, which at the time had a population of
400,000. Colorado Springs was finally back
on the map—this time, not for foreclosures.
The evangelical community flourished but
began its downfall with the now infamous
scandal of Ted Haggard, one of the most
influential evangelical Christians in the
country during his prime. In 1984, Haggard
founded New Life Church, which typically
has over 6,000 parishioners at Sunday services at the Colorado Springs location alone.
He was also president of the National Association of Evangelicals. However, in 2006, a
male prostitute named Mike Jones disclosed
that he had sexual relations with Haggard
who, according to Jones, was buying and
using crystal meth. After denying all allegations initially, Haggard eventually confessed
and resigned from both New Life and NAE,
and thus began the rewriting and revising of
the Christian evangelical narrative in Colorado Springs.
For some, however, the narrative of Colorado Springs as an evangelical stronghold
still exists. A mere three years ago, after the
Planned Parenthood shooting, The Guardian published an article titled, “Colorado
Springs: a playground for pro-life, pro-gun
evangelical Christians.”
The caricature of the city seems to be persisting across both our nation and the world,
arguably overlooking progression and
change seen in the last decade. As reported
by the Denver Post earlier this month, “Millennials are moving to Colorado Springs at a
higher rate than anywhere else in the country,” and it will be interesting to see how this
change in demographic affects the current
narrative of the city.
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By JOSIE KRITTER

make change in our community.”
In Worner, students have the ability to listen
to the accounts of formerly incarcerated individuals discussing their experience of living
and working in Colorado prisons. This installation is the product of several Prison Project
members’ work since this past October; the
purpose is to better understand the prison
labor system and its flaws. Many everyday
items, from goat cheese to building materials,
are made by incarcerated people. The Prison
Project hopes that giving students the chance
to hear the pained experiences of these individuals will help them to better understand
the inmates’ conditions. The project hopes to
provide insight on how this abuse is perpetuated and to inspire students to initiate change.
“Not only are inmates required to work—in
fact, they are punished if they do not—but
prisons operate with the expectation that inmates will be able to purchase products in the
commissary (prison store),” said Clara Houghteling ‘18. “They are not given toiletries or
adequate food because they are supposed to
buy their snacks and hygiene products themselves. This level of self-sufficiency is nearly
impossible on a wage of $0.84 per day or less.
To make matters worse, low wages mean that
incarcerated people often have no savings
upon release, yet they are expected to pay
for treatment programs and restitution right
away. Since most prison jobs focus on keeping
inmates busy rather than teaching them marketable skills, formerly incarcerated people
tend to struggle to find work on the outside.
Exploitative prison labor thus makes life difficult both in prison and on the outside, contributing to pernicious cycles of recidivism.”
Students who have already visited the exhibit have had positive reactions. “I found the exhibit to be very eye-opening with how it gave
a voice to people I would never have heard
from otherwise,” said Jenny Ross ’19. “I will
definitely be reevaluating how I contribute to
the pain these individuals go through.” The exhibit in Worner will be up for the remainder of
Block 6, and all students are encouraged to try
it out. If anyone is inspired after listening and
would like to challenge mass incarceration
and advocate for inmate rights, they should
email Clara Houghteling at c_houghteling@
coloradocollege.edu.
“Prison Project has meetings and exciting
new projects every block, and we are always
thrilled to welcome new members,” Houghteling added.
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Quad Innovation Program Announces New
Spring Initiatives

Continued from the front page
different school environments and
backgrounds, Adair cites the collaborative nature as a key component of
Quad’s success thus far. “There’s a huge
brain trust from the students, which
means they bring new perspectives and
new ways of thinking to the table,” she
said. “The diversity of experiences helps
all the puzzle pieces fit together.”
This semester, after running an intensive business-oriented summer
program for the past few years, Quad is
transitioning to a year-round program
and launching three pilot projects to
commemorate the switch. Students apply for the specific project teams and
then work a minimum of 10 hours a
week, meeting with the clients regularly,
proposing marketing strategies, and calculating budget constraints. With bud-

the meat to the projects.”
Quad’s other two projects cater to local businesses. Janska, a local
clothing manufacture, is
working with students to
market its “Clothing That
Comforts” line, which
works to design fashionable clothing for the disabled and those going
through difficult times.
Altia, a local user interface software company,
has hired Quad students
to work on its “Internet
of Things” project, which
aims to create and market
its new graphic data interface. Further details on
Altia’s products were unavailable due to protecPhoto by Evan Foster
tion by a non-disclosure
agreement.
gets provided by each company, Quad
As far as support goes, Adair says that
also receives some funding from all four
colleges, along with the guidance of a the community has been welcoming
from the beginning. “I think we’ve had
faculty advisor for each project.
Not wanting to limit Quad or its stu- so much support because the nature of
dents to any one industry, Quad’s pilot the Quad is so exciting to people,” said
projects cover a variety of topics. The Adair. Support through governments, to
city of Colorado Springs and El Paso companies, to individuals have providcounty are collaborating with Quad to ed Quad access to their resources.
With the Janska and Altia projects on
develop a transportation strategy to provide more people with access to social track to finish this May, along with the
services. Assisted by Professor Katrina first stage of the city social services projMiller Stevens of CC’s economics de- ect that will continue throughout the
partment, students underwent a three- summer, Quad is looking towards even
week project analysis to narrow the more future projects that will give stuproject’s scope and clearly define their dents the opportunity to work in indusobjectives for the remainder of “phase tries they may not have known existed.
Quad’s full-time, paid summer proone” and the summer, “phase two.” “This
project is a really rewarding experience,” gram positions’ applications open this
said Miller-Stevens. “One of the most week, and new projects are in the works.
rewarding parts is that there are stu- Keep an eye out for applications in the
dents of so many varied backgrounds, coming months.
ages, and life experiences, which adds

The Weekly Rundown
By Charlotte Schwebel

ON CAMPUS
• Colorado College will not view disciplinary action against high school students who participate in
peaceful protest in a negative light. It is one of several schools to do so following mass student walkouts
over gun control. (ColoradoCollegeFB)
• Senior art thesis exhibitions are on display in the
Coburn Gallery until today until 6p.m. (EventsBulletin)

C-SPRINGS
• Colorado Springs job growth falls to its lowest in
three and a half years. (Gazette)
• Martin Drake power plant opponents file a lawsuit over pollution control costs, claiming the air pollution control system was improper and damaged
ratepayers. (350)
• The ACLU sues the El Paso County Sheriff ’s Office
for illegally keeping suspected undocumented immigrants behind bars. (Gazette)
• The Air Force Academy sexual assault office will
be investigated by the Pentagon Inspector General
to determine their ability to care for cadet victims of
sexual assault. (Gazette)
• Woodland Park schools closed a second time this
week due to what police have deemed a ‘credible
threat.’ (KOAA5)

COLORADO
• Denver approves the city’s first legal marijuana
club. (AP)
• Governor John Hickenlooper says he will consider
work requirements for Medicaid recipients. (DenPo)

U.S.A
• Former Trump deputy campaign chairman Rick
Gates pleads guilty to “conspiracy against the United
States,” announcing cooperation with special counsel
Robert Mueller’s investigation. (WashPo)
• The U.S. Supreme Court refuses to hear President
Trump’s bit to end DACA, allowing the decision of
the lower courts to stand. (NYT)
• The State Department and the Department of Defense agrees to use $40 million to fight foreign propaganda. (Politico)
• The Georgia state senate passes legislation allowing foster and adoption agencies to discriminate
against LGBTQ couples. (SPLC)
• Jared Kushner, a White House senior advisor and
President Trump’s son-in-law, loses his top-secret security clearance. (WSJ)
• The Supreme Court rules that U.S. authorities can
indefinitely hold people in immigration detention
without giving them periodic bond hearings. (WSJ)
• A new report shows that Russian operatives successfully hacked the voter registration systems of
seven states before the 2016 election. (NBC)
• Walmart, Kroger, and Dick’s pledged to stop selling guns to people under the age of 21, with Dick’s going a step further by discontinuing assault rifle sales.
(CNN)
• Spotify files for an initial public stock offering. The
company has 71 million subscribers but is yet to turn
a profit. (CNBC)
• GOP leader Mitch McConnell puts all gun reform
bills on indefinite hold, instead moving to legislation
removing banking rules enacted after the 2008 financial crisis. (Hill)

WORLD
• A chemical attack is suspected in the Eastern Ghouta region of Syria, killing at least 23 people. A U.N.
report links North Korea to Syrian chemical weapons.
(ALJ/WSJ)
• The communist party in China votes to abolish
term limits, allowing President Xi Jinping to lead indefinitely. (NYT)
• Kurdish troops go against the U.S. by moving their
troops to the northwest—a region ISIS is not involved
in. The U.S. military fears this will allow radicalized
foreign fighters to flee to their home countries. (NYT)
• Over 100 Nigerian schoolgirls are missing after a
new Boko Haram attack. (HuffPo)
• Saudi Arabia’s king orders a revamp of the armed
forces to strengthen the military. (WSJ)
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Pranit Garg
eight weeks, and that’s an Oxford semester
for you. So that’s how the Oxford system is
set up. But you’re only meeting your professors one-on-one every week. So there’s a lot
of pressure because you’re meeting a professor who is an expert in the topic that you’re
going to discuss, and everything that you
know about this topic you’ve learned on your
own. Then you present an argument about it,
and your professor will question everything
you’ve said and basically destroy every single
weakness in your paper. In a way, that’s very
good; at CC we like to think that the CC system makes us very independent thinkers,
and I thought so too until I saw the Oxford
system. But once you look at that then you
realize, “Whoa, every single conclusion that
I’ve made about this topic has really come
from my own research.” So in terms of being
an independent academic, I think the Oxford
system is really good, but it’s also extremely
tough, and you don’t get the full expertise of
the professor in all the topics that the professor is passionate about, which I think is a
plus at CC because you get a lot of scholarly
knowledge from a source that has analyzed
this before you. They are just two very different types of learning. So, I mean, that’s how I
would compare them. I don’t know if I’d say
one is better than the other. I think it really
varies on a case-by-case basis. But I think if
you have one topic that you’re extremely passionate about and would like to learn in great
depth, then I would say the Oxford system is
superior. But if you’re trying to get a broader
understanding of a vast array of topics, I think
the CC system is better

Pranit Garg ’19 is an International Political
Economy major from Kathmandu, Nepal. On
campus, Garg is heavily involved, serving as a
co-chair of the Refugee Alliance, a co-chair of
Students for Awareness of South Asia, and as
a Ruth Barton Writing Center tutor. However,
Garg is equally active off-campus as a world
traveler—he has spent semesters in Greece
and at Oxford, been to London and Italy for
single blocks, and has done work in Ghana
and the Netherlands.

Interview/Photo by
Jonathan Tignor

The Catalyst: How has being away from
Colorado College for so long changed
the way you view the school since your
freshman year?
Pranit Garg: When I came in freshman
year, there were times where I was like, “I
love CC,” but there were also times when I
was just like, “Wow this is so much.” This was
not a very diverse place in terms of obviously
skin color and races that are prevalent on
campus, but also in terms of opinion. And
so I felt like when I came here, CC in terms
of political views definitely aligned with how
I feel as a person. But in terms of diversity, I
felt like an outsider many times, and still do
at some points. But all of that kind of made
me feel like I wasn’t really growing in the best
way for me; I was confining myself to a very
stagnant group of views, just the same thing
over and over and over. So I needed some
type of exposure, some type of variance to
find that type of growth. So at the end of my
first year, I was just like, “OK I really need to
leave.” Not leave CC—I mean I love CC, and
I love it more now actually than I did back in
the day. I think what really helped me form
my bond with CC was being away from it because when you’re here, everything seems
like you have a million things to complain
about. But the second you leave it and see
how things are done in other places—I was in
Greece for a semester, which was paradise in
terms of location, and then I was at Oxford for
another semester, which is also a paradise;
it’s almost like a playground for intellectuals
and academics. But you know, both of those
experiences were very valuable, but what really helped me was finding my appreciation
for CC and realizing that from the outside,

things look better in other places. But you really need to find what it is about where you
are that you really appreciate, and I think being exposed to these other places that I had
always dreamed of going to and just having
that opportunity to go there made me realize
that actually what we have here is really good
and as close to paradise as it gets.

just being able to be at home, lie down on a
couch in the same position that I lie down all
the time. You know, stuff like that. That’s what
I’d say I really miss.

TC: Where do you see yourself in 10
years?

PG: I kind of talked about it, but let me
answer this question a little more explicitly.
So I am an IPE major, but for a lot of PoliSci
classes that I have, they’re focused on a lot of
group discussion, and I find myself in positions where I’m always around people who
have the same views. And there’s nothing
wrong with those views to a large extent. I feel
like I’ve fallen under that category and agree
with most people’s views, but I think the issue
is that we need exposure to a broader set of
views. If we’re just around people that agree
with us all the time, we’re not really going to
find that space for growth. At least in my experience, I’ve found the most growth when I
put myself out of my comfort zone. CC is way
too easy to get comfortable in. It’s very easy
to find your own set of friends, your own set
of classes, your professors, everything is great
here—it’s very easy to get complacent at CC.
But just putting yourself in a position where
you’re uncomfortable, that’s really valuable
for growth, and it’s really valuable to see how
other people live their lives because it shows
you that there’s not just one right way to live.
There’s a lot of different ways that you can go
about finding happiness and living life, whatever you want to call it.

PG: I don’t know where I’ll see myself tomorrow. You know, something that I really
struggle with right now is, like a question
that I go back and forth between is: do I want
to return home, or do I want to stay in the
U.S.? And if you asked me a short-term question for something, maybe five years, then I
would’ve definitely said I want to be in the
U.S. for the next five years. I think there’s a
lot of experience to be had here in ways that
I can’t get at this stage in my career in Nepal
for which I want to be in the U.S. and see what
that life is like. But 10 years from now, maybe
I’ll go home, maybe I’ll be here. It’s a tough
question. Ideally, I want to do something
that helps empower communities, raise standards of living, and the way I see myself doing that is through a social enterprise. I could
imagine myself founding a company to set up
a sort of social enterprise model maybe back
home, maybe here, maybe start it here and
take it back home, or some type of combination of all those things. I thought about going
into politics for a little bit, but if I were to go
into politics back home, the system is just so
corrupt. I think the bureaucracy would get in
the way of actually making any sustainable
change. But I think with the model of a social
enterprise, you really get the opportunity to
navigate that, so you don’t let bureaucracy
hold you down to make the kind of social impact that you really are passionate about.

TC: What do you miss most about Nepal
when you’re in Colorado?
PG: A lot of times when it comes to thinking about things back home, I sort of try to repress these memories because I haven’t been
home in a while—the last time I was home
was when I was a freshman. I don’t know. It
feels weird, so I try not to think about it too
much, but there are moments that trigger
certain memories. The other day I made Nepali food with some of my friends, and it really brought back memories of what it feels like
to be home. It sounds cliché, but like being
with family, eating food, just the small things:

TC: Why do you think it is important
for students to explore education beyond CC’s campus/spend time abroad?

TC: How would you compare your experience at Oxford to your experience
at CC?
PG: I had some friends visit me at Oxford
when I was there, and they joked with me:
they were like,”Pranit, you have no friends at
Oxford,” and it is kind of a joke because a) I
had friends; just putting it out there guys, I’m
not a loner. But I do see where they’re coming
from because the system at Oxford is incredibly independent. For those of you that don’t
know, the way classes are set up is: you’re
taking two classes; one is a primary tutorial,
one is a secondary tutorial. Your primary tutorial, you’re meeting once a week with a professor for one hour. Your secondary tutorial,
you’re meeting every two weeks for an hour.
For each tutorial you’re writing an essay; for
me it was generally 12 to 15 pages. So one
week I would write 12 pages, the second week
I would write 25 pages, and alternate that for

TC: Who is someone at CC that you admire and why?
PG: Honestly, pinpointing just one person
at CC is kind of difficult. CC is, I think, such
a great place for me because every day I walk
around and I go to random events, and every
single day without fail I will see someone and
just think to myself, “Wow, what that person
is doing right now, I could never do that. No
matter how hard I tried, I would never be
able to do what this person is doing.” So for
me, being at CC is incredible because I’m
always so inspired. Every time I go to some
event, take SpeakEasy for example: every
time I go to SpeakEasy I am like, “Wow, what
the hell!” What people can do with words in
that fashion, I don’t know. But if I had to pinpoint individuals that I look up to, there’s so
many professors that have been mentors to
me from day one. I have to say my FYE professor, Tom Cronin—just an absolute homie.
But I don’t want to just limit it to one professor or whoever because there are so many
people that go out of their way to be mentors
for you, to be sources of inspiration. There’s
so many people.

TC: After doing a lot of work in the
field, what is one of the major misconceptions that you’ve noticed surrounding refugees?
PG: Well, first let me put it out there: obviously, there are a million misconceptions. If
we’re talking economics for a second, people
think refugees come to a country and drain
the country’s resources. But for the economy
of a country, refugees are a blessing. They’re
great for countries; they give you GDP
growth. I’m baffled sometimes; there are so
many frustrating things about this. People
talk about refugees like they know what
they’re talking about, and I don’t want to talk
like I’m some sort of expert in refugees either
because there are, I think, like 22.5—I think is
the most recent figure I saw—22.5 million refugees in the world. These refugees are coming from all over the world, like everywhere.
And I think another figure I saw is 86 percent
of the refugees are in the developing world,
not in developed countries. So people feel
like all these refugees come to the developed
world, but it’s really the developing world
that’s taking the greater hit when it comes to
refugees. And also the developed world has
the resources, whereas the developing world
doesn’t. If you look at a country like AmeriContinued on pg. 6
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How Can We Stop This?
Incarcerated Writers Series

This series features writing from inmates at the El Paso County Jail. The articles stem from weekly programming facilitated by the Colorado College Prison
Project. Through contact between the CC community and Colorado Springs, this series aims to simultaneously broaden the CC perception of incarceration
issues and provide a platform for incarcerated writers. The El Paso County Sheriff’s Office requires approval of written material prior to publication and the
removal of authors’ last names.

By DEMETRI
First of all, let me start by giving my
prayers and heart to every single parent
out there who lost their child. Words cannot describe the sadness. The first thing
I thought about was my own child and
whether he is going to be safe the older
he gets in school. How can we as parents
prepare our kids for and protect them from
such an event? We have to take preventative steps. In my opinion, bullying is a red
flag. Several of the kids who are violent
in school are victims of bullying. Now I
don’t know if, as a parent, I definitely will
be asking everyday “Are you ok?” “How

was school?” “No one hurt your feelings,
right?” I have to make talking to my child
a priority. That is the way we can help our
kids speak up rather than hide away angry
feelings.
Second, I think it now has to be up to
each student to be fully aware of their
surroundings. It’s a crazy world and getting worse at that. I notice in my life when
someone is off and not being themselves.
It’s like a stab to the heart when we can
sense that something definitely isn’t right.
From there, I would naturally distance
myself from that person. I learned when
someone plans something bad they tend
to ask a lot of people about it. It has to be
up to you and I to be able to pick out and
watch for strange vibes that people give

10 Questions with Pranit Garge
Continued from the previous page
ca, it’s a country that’s made from refugees,
made from immigrants. So especially for
Americans to have anti-refugee sentiment, I
just don’t even get it. Like why? Weren’t you
a refugee or an immigrant at some point?
Where is this hate coming from? I don’t get
it. I’ve written some papers on [refugees]; if
anyone’s interested, I’m willing to share.

TC: As one of the co-chairs of SASA,
what do you wish more people understood about South Asia?
ML: When I was a freshman, I was in a class
on Islam. And I think there were 12 people in
my class—I might be wrong, but I remember
there were six people with the Ohm tattoo. I
don’t know if you guys are familiar with the
Ohm tattoo, but it’s a very prevalent Hindu
symbol. People go around with Tibetan
prayer flags, or the Ohm symbol; people
talk about all these things, and like, great,
you know like I have no issues with that. The
idea of cultural appropriation, for example,
isn’t really as big—I don’t want to speak for
everyone, obviously, but in my experience
growing up, [appropriation] is not as big a
deal. We’ve always had white people back
home wearing traditional Indian clothes,
Nepali clothes, whatever, what have you. So
we like when people share our culture, but
there’s also people being arrogant and acting
like they understand everything. I remember
someone came up to me like, “You’re from
Nepal, right?” And I was like, “Yeah, yeah
I am.” And they were like, “Yeah I spent a
month in Nepal. It’s such a beautiful country.
You’re going to teach me the language.” And
I’m like what? Once I was talking to a friend
of mine—I won’t give names—but someone
came up to them, and they were like, “Oh
you’re from Nepal right?” And they were like,
“Yeah.” And the follow up question to that
was, “Oh, so are your parents civilized?” So
these are some of the questions that people
from South Asia—and I don’t want to just
say South Asia but like I think international
students in general—face. And this is just,
it’s straight up racism. I mean come on, guys,
just don’t be f****** a**holes.

TC: As someone who lives with musicians but is not musically talented,
who is your favorite musical artist and
why?
PG: A lot of my friends are just creative
people, and three of my roommates—two of
them are music majors, one of them is a film
major—and then you have me in IPE, you

know boring old me. I love the creative space
and just being around it; it’s inspiring to me.
If I talk about my favorite artist, oh my god, it
has to be Kanye. When I was a senior in high
school, the last month of our schooling was
kind of like: you’re done with class; you study
for APs if you’re taking APs, and also you
work on one project, an independent project, whatever you want it to be. It culminates
in one big presentation and one big essay
about whatever you wanted it to be. So my
friends were writing about topics such as, I
don’t know, the Israel-Palestine conflict, the
implications of learning multiple languages,
I don’t even know, random stuff. But anyway,
my teachers were like, “Pranit, you have your
passion about refugees; you’re passionate
about this; you’re passionate about that; you
can write so much about any of these topics,”
and I was like, “F*** that, I’m going to write
about Kanye.” So I spent the last month of
my high school career writing an essay about
why I thought Kanye was a genius. I did pretty well on it, actually. I’m not going to get into
that, but I did pretty well on it.

TC: How do you cope with the overwhelming feeling that accompanies
being so involved while on the Block
Plan?
PG: I think what’s really helped me in coping with things is prioritizing. There’s so
many things to balance on the Block Plan
and in general, in college and life, however
you want to phrase that. What’s really helped
me, and I think I’ve been better about it in
recent years than when I was a freshman, is
just prioritizing. For me, my priorities were
always clear. When I was a sophomore it
was, OK, my first priority is my academics,
obviously as a student. Second priority is the
leadership positions that I’m in, or my job at
the writing center, or whatever it might be.
My third priority is my physical and mental
health, and then my social life. But as a junior, what I’ve realized is the joy that I get
out of life—my sense of accomplishment or
the things that keep me sane—more than
anything is my relationship with people. So
I’ve tried to prioritize my relationships with
people over everything else. I try and keep
that up over my academics even because I
think that’s what keeps me sane; that’s what
keeps me happy. And if you’re doing your
academics, and if you find success however
you wanted to find that in life, and you don’t
have people in your life to share that with,
then that’s kind of hollow. I think it’s not really worth pursuing if you don’t have those
people in your life that really matter. And so I
think having those priorities in my head has
made these things much easier to manage.

out. Warnings are being ignored, which
isn’t good at all. Trust your gut.
I believe school shootings are a huge
problem because it is part of our freedom.
I want to know especially on home turf that
my child is safe to get their education without their life being at stake. Of course, it’s a
step-by-step process that will start at home
with the way we raise our kids to speak up.
Paying close attention to their feelings and
emotions is the most important. Security
needs to be stepped up by our government.
Americans always join together in bad
times, and that’s exactly what needs to
happen. Alone this can’t be stopped, but
together we can do anything. Seeing the
anger of a father having to say, “That’s

all I think about,” and “My child is gone,”
brought me to tears. My heart is with them
all. It is unbelievable that this has happened again. Never lose faith—I believe
we can stop this. It’s America, “home of
the brave,” and I hope every person reading this will just take a little out of it and
pay attention to their surroundings. All we
have is ourselves at the end of the day, so
we have to protect that. Step up our game
on the way we can protect our kids. I’m
definitely proud to be part of an amazing
country. We can stand together. I come
from a family of war veterans. Speaking together we believe the same: that, together,
we can stop this. Prayers and thoughts are
with you.

Campus Popular Opinion Leads
to Change in Preregistration
Process
Continued from the front page

spot in a popular class stabilizes is anyone’s
guess, as numerous variables factor into students’ point decisions.
Faculty advisors, while generally supportAraujo and registrar office staff member
Phillip Apodaca said it seemed clear that a ive of the change, are contending with the
system with two registration periods would additional workload that will be added by
make more sense and better suit students’ another preregistration session. Stephanie
DiCenzo, a professor in the physics departneeds.
So, at the beginning of this year, de Araujo, ment who has about 36 advisees, estimates
Apodaca, and others began trying to figure that under the current system she spends
out what to change about the system. Based about 15 hours working through preregistraon feedback from professors, they decided tion for all of her non-senior advisees. “That
to lengthen the registration period by a few doesn’t sound like much, but actually under
weeks so it falls during multiple blocks, al- the block plan, that’s two full working days,”
lowing professors to teach off-campus class- said DiCenzo.
DiCenzo noted that although adding anes during one of the two blocks but still be
other registration period will not double her
present for at least some
advising time since stuof registration.
dents will be registering
The Innovative Techfor fewer classes at one
nology Solutions detime, she will still likely
partment also began
DiCenzo is hopeful
spend much more time
working on an addition
to Banner that would
that the new system will in total meeting with
students for preregistraallow students to select their classes before benefit students, but adds, tion. DiCenzo is hopeful
that the new system will
meeting with their advi‘I guess I’m not thrilled
benefit students, but
sor in a sort of draft preabout having dozens more adds, “I guess I’m not
registration. On Feb. 20,
thrilled about having
meetings per year.’
Apodaca sent an email
dozens more meetings
officially announcing
per year.”
the change to the prePhoebe Lostroh, a
registration framework
professor in the molecand the soft launch of
ular biology department, thinks that this new
the new Banner preregistration tool.
De Araujo and Apodaca pointed out that system does little to change the more pervasome of the inequities of the previous sys- sive problem in the registration process: the
tem will be improved with the new system. point inflation in certain disciplines. “The
For example, rather than using 80 points on point system is seemingly fair, in that everyone semester of classes, students who study one gets the same number of points,” said
abroad or take a semester off will only have Lostroh. “But actually, it is not fair because
not everyone is in a major where they need
40 points for the semester they spend at CC.
Faculty and student responses have been points to complete that major.”
Lostroh cites classes like organic chemgenerally positive; however, some students
are worried that the plan is changing a sys- istry and computer science which have suftem that has worked well enough thus far. ficiently high point thresholds, so students
“I’ve been lucky in that I’ve gotten into most, who are required to take them spend most
if not all, of my classes pretty much every of their points on those classes and miss out
year,” said junior Jordan Ellison. She worries on taking other popular “liberal arts” classes.
that the new system will derail students like She hopes that the recent changes in preregher from getting a spot in competitive classes istration may provoke discussion as to these
that she and others need to graduate, like or- other elements of inequity in the system.
The new system is going into effect for a
ganic chemistry.
Previously, historical points data was avail- trial period of two years, after which the adable from the registrar’s website to guide bid- ministration will assess whether to continue
ding on popular classes like organic chem- with this system or go back to a once a year
istry, however with a smaller pool of points system. Until then, preregistration is going
per registration, many are wondering if they to have a new normal to adjust to, but big
can rely on historical points data as a good changes and new normals are practically the
indicator of how many points a class will still history of CC.
take. Where the amount of points to gain a
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Women's Lacrosse Season Begins, Details From Sophomore Cassis Schafer
By Claire Tobin
The Colorado College women’s lacrosse my senior year. I started back up my senior
season began right after Winter Break, in- year and then walked onto the team at CC.”
Schafer loves the competition and camacluding long days of practice, weekend
scrimmages, and daily team bonding. The raderie that comes with playing for CC. “I
Tigers have been putting up a fight in scrim- like being challenged,” she explained. “Evmages, according to sophomore Cassis ery day lacrosse challenges me and holds
me accountable; I have to bring my best and
Schafer.
keep up a good work
Based on the
ethic.” She added that
team’s two scrimteam motivates
mages and their
“Every individual has value her
her.
recent
game
and a place on the team and “I was so intimiagainst Bates Colto play fall ball,
lege last Thursyou really start to see people dated
but the team was so
day—
though
stepping up about midway welcoming,” Schafer
proud of her
team’s efforts—
through the season. All of said. Because of their
long travel days, the
Schafer believes
us are capable of taking the ladies on the lacrosse
there are some arteam have become
eas of play where
lead.”
very close. “You get to
the team could
know them in a differimprove. However, she is confident the team will come into ent way with all of the travel time,” Schafer
said. “You see a different side of everyone
its own in the next few weeks.
“Every individual has value and a place on and learn a lot about them.”
For instance, most of the team is passionthe team, and you really start to see people
stepping up about midway through the sea- ate about being involved in the CC commuson,” Schafer said. “All of us are capable of nity. Several of them are on Honor Council and run various clubs around campus.
taking the lead.”
Schafer, who is from the Bay Area and a “We’re busy, but we make time for other
dual citizen of France, began playing la- things,” Schafer said. The women’s lacrosse
crosse at a young age when she was encour- team practices every day for two hours and
aged by an active family member. “My dad is has lift sessions three times a week. Accorda P.E. teacher, and sports have always been ing to Schafer, the rigorous practice scheda big family event,” Schafer said. “I started ule is tough mentally, and there are certain
playing lacrosse in elementary school but sacrifices the players have to make. Out
had to stop my freshmen year of high school of season Schafer enjoys post-class naps,
because we didn’t [have] a girls’ team until but she has to cut them out when she is in

season. “A lot of people try
to change their schedule
around second semester to
make things more manageable because we travel so
much,” she said. “You have
to be really effective in the
way you use your time.”
Schafer is excited to unlock the team’s potential in
the upcoming weeks. Their
next games are on Saturday
and Sunday, when the team
travels to Illinois to play Illinois Wesleyan University
and Rhodes College, respectively. Good luck, Tigers!

Conversations by Candlelight:
Sorry I'm Bad at My Job(s)
By Sam Mathai
Every week,
senior lacrosse player
Sam Mathai exercises
his vernacular targeting
anything and anyone
on campus.
You ever have those days where you
aren’t funny? Where you really try to land
some jokes but none of them work, and
after two or three you wonder if people
even like hanging out with you? If you ask
my mother, my housemates, or most of my
close friends, this describes me every day.
Unfortunately, seeing as I write what is
supposed to be a funny piece in the Catalyst every week, days like this are not only
demoralizing, but also reflect poor job performance.
In addition to being bad at this job, I’m
also mediocre at another job on campus,
which is doing laundry for all the sports
teams. If you think it is impossible to be
bad at that job, you are mistaken. When
you get a couple hundred peoples’ laundry
all in one place, it’s easy to lose it a little
bit. Would I be lying if I said I haven’t had
a mental breakdown in the laundry room?
Yes.
There are not a lot of outright benefits
to being an athletic laundry technician,
which is what we call it in the biz. Laundry is gross. Sports laundry is super gross.
Folding towels is monotonous. On the other hand, it can be oddly therapeutic. And, if
you’re feeling adventurous, I’m pretty sure
the dryers are big enough to crawl inside
and hide from the world. I’ve never tried it
because, honestly, I find the thought of it
kind of terrifying.
My boss in the equipment room is Bowen
Bradshaw. A well-kept man, Bradshaw is

the man in charge of all the sports equipment. He is a guardian, the dispenser of
sports equipment-related justice. He is like
Batman, without the utility belt. He moonlights as a basketball referee, much the
same way Batman is a billionaire, playboy
savant by day and a vigilante by night. He
is clean, incredibly orderly, organized, and
efficient. He doesn’t expect cleanliness;
he demands it. He is exactly the opposite
type of person you would want as a mother-in-law, but exactly the type of person
you would want to make you look good on
game day.
I’ve seen him remove stains that would
have stumped even the wisest mothers. He
is to a tough stain what CC students are to
cheap alcohol and sensible fashion: a harbinger of their demise.
On a whim, I asked Bowen what he
thought of CC student athletes, fully expecting him to tell me that we were entitled
and that we smell bad, which, after doing
laundry for several years, I can personally
attest to. Instead, he only had positive
things to say, which is surprising and ultimately a little boring. It’s so much more fun
to exaggerate our collective flaws than to
talk about how good we are, but Bradshawdid it anyway. Though I encouraged him to
unload several months’ worth of anguish,
he insisted that CC student athletes are incredibly polite and grateful to their sports
staff, as compared to other schools. This,
like I said, is boring, but important. We are
given a lot here at CC, especially as student
athletes. The facilities we have are incredible, as are the support staff. It’s nice to
know that we are staying grounded. Sorry
for not being so funny this time around …
it’s just one of those days.

Photos By Andrew Austin
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Basketball Teams End Positive Seasons with Home Tournament
By Michael Gorman
The Colorado College women’s and
men’s basketball teams ended their seasons last weekend with the Southern Collegiate Athletic Conference Championships.
Although neither team made it to the final
game of their respective championships,
both showed how much growth they cultivated for the CC basketball programs in the
past year.
The women’s team made huge strides
this season. Just one year past a 1–13 conference effort, the Tigers went 6–7, making
it to the semifinals of the conference tournament.
Junior guard Casey Torbet was happy
with how the team performed in the conference tournament. “We fought extremely
hard in both games and probably played
the best weekend of basketball we have all
season, which is exactly what you want to
see during the postseason,” Torbet said.
The team was led by the development of
Torbet, who scored a team-high 14.5 points

per game on 46 percent shooting. She was
also the team’s leading distributor, with
3.8 assists per game. The star guard was
supported by the great rookie campaign of
freshman guard/forward McKenzee Gertz,
who scored 13.2 points, had 7.2 rebounds,
and almost two steals per game.
Torbet had high praise for the team’s
performance throughout the season:
“Coming from a couple of unsuccessful
seasons, the team did an amazing job on
learning how to be consistent throughout
the game, how to keep a lead, and how to
fight back from deficit,” she said. “We did
a great job adapting and learning how to
work together this year, which helped us
be successful.”
A roadblock the Tigers could face down
the road is the graduation of seniors Nina
Holley and Francesca Cendali. The two
played big roles in the advancement of the
team culture, and the team will miss them
going forward. “Although we are losing two

seniors that contributed so much to our
success, we are bringing back almost all
of our key contributors from this season,”
Torbet said.
Torbet went on to share her feelings and
goals for next season. “I think next year will
be another great year for us as a team,” she
said. “I’m very excited about next year to
just keep building off of the success that
we were able to get this year and show the
SCAC exactly what CC women’s basketball
is capable of. Who knows, this time next
year we could be making a deep conference championship run.”
Although the men failed to improve on
their 10–4 record from last season, they improved as the season went on, showing grit
despite falling behind early in the season.
Their final conference record of 7–7 is a
testament to their will and hard work during this campaign.
The men were led by senior guard Eric
Houska, who scored 17 points, had 5.5 as-

sists, and just less than a steal in an average of 39.2 minutes per game. He was a
true workhorse for the Tigers this season
and will go down as one of the best CC basketball players in recent history.
Beyond Houska, this was a very strong
senior class for the Tigers. Guard John
Hatch averaged 15.3 points, 5.1 rebounds,
and over one block and one steal per game.
He was even dubbed the best defensive
player in the SCAC. Forward Chris Martin
averaged 12.1 points and 7.5 rebounds,
and guards Bobby Roth and Ryan Young
were both big parts of the team this season,
combining for 14.2 points, 7.4 rebounds,
and just under a steal per game. These Tigers will be greatly missed.
Both teams had great seasons, so look
forward to next year when the Tigers
should be contending for the SCAC championship yet again!
Photos Courtesy of CC Tigers

The Future of Track and Field: Q&A with Track and Field
Sprint Coach Ron Jules
By Ben Hall
Ron “Future” Jules coaches sprints, hurdles, and jumps for the Colorado College
Men and Women’s Track and Field teams,
and teaches hip-hop dance classes at CC.
Jules was a decorated hurdler for Penn State
in the early 2000s, where he also co-founded
the R.A.M. Squad hip-hop dance group. Jules
and the track teams open up their outdoor
season campaign at Willamette University
in Salem, Ore. tomorrow, March 3.

Ben Hall: Where are you from, Ron?
Ron Jules: I was born in West Palm Beach,
Fla., and then moved to Asbury Park, NJ
when I was nine. So I would say around the
East Coast.
BH: What was your background in
athletics growing up?
RJ: I grew up playing soccer, and then I got
into running from just racing at field day in
grade school. I think I started running in Asbury park when I was young, maybe around
sixth grade. I kept up with it, and then in high
school I started taking it seriously, then on to
Penn State, and now I’m coaching.
BH: When did you start dancing?
RJ: I was a sophomore in high school. My
friend’s cousin was really good at dancing, so
I was like, “I could do that” because I really
love movement. So I started like that: watching music videos, and it wasn’t until I got to
Penn State in 2003 that I got really serious
into dancing and started learning all the different forms of hip-hop.
BH: At CC, did you start coaching
track first or teaching dance first?

Photo Courtesy of Colorado College

RJ: It all happened at the same time. I had
a friend in the advisory office back when I
started in 2014, so I went to go see her. And I
went to coach Ted’s office because I saw the
track and was like, “Oh, I wonder if there’s
a track program.” So I went to his office, he

thought I was an athlete, but then I told him
all my information, how I ran at Penn State,
and the next thing you know—the next season he calls me up looking for an assistant
coach to help out Mike Simson, and then I
took over the program after Mike retired. But
that same day, we saw the dance director,
and they were going to bring someone else in
from out of town to teach the hip-hop class,
but I was like, “Hey, I’m here, this is what I
do,” and I got the job basically at the same
time.
BH: What initially brought you to
Colorado?
RJ: I was working at a camp called Woodward Camp; it’s a skate park/gymnastics
camp, one of the best in the world. I was
teaching hip-hop there with one of my buddies, Cuba, who basically got me the job
there. We worked for that company for six or
seven years during the summers, and I met
my buddy Focus there. He’s a graffiti artist,
a dancer, a really awesome guy … eventually, he convinced me to move out to Colorado because the dance scene is really good
in Denver. So I went to visit, loved the town,
and then basically I just moved here; packed
four bags and just up and left.
BH: What’s the story behind your
dance name, Future?
RJ: So the story behind Future is, my buddy Cuba [and I], we were dancing at this art
festival, and we’re dancing in this half circle
on the street, and we’re communicating to

the whole crowd, and he’s like, “Man, that
guy’s gonna be the future of dance, you wait
and see.” And at the time I was looking for a
dance name. So that’s how I basically got my
name Future.
BH: Do you have any good stories from
working as a bouncer?
RJ: I have a lot of good stories, some of
them I can’t say for this interview. I was more
of the non-aggressive bouncer. I was more
of the “Hey, I’m gonna talk you down,” the
sociable person … it was more of a positive
thing for me. I really didn’t have too many
altercations. But the stories aren’t really PG.
BH: What are some similarities you’ve
noticed about teaching hip-hop and
coaching track?
RJ: I would say dance is athletic in a way,
but dance is still an art, so there’s progression in movement. So, say if you don’t know
how to do an A-skip, let’s do a walking A-skip
into a bouncing A-skip, and there’s variations so you can improve your technique for
sports. Same with style; I don’t know how to
do a handstand? I’m gonna do handstands
against the wall. And if I want to get stronger, let me do some pushups to build up my
arm strength. So in a way, the progression of
movement is similar.
Good luck to Coach Jules’ athletes competing this weekend. Let’s see those hard track
workouts pay off!
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Sweating it Out in the Springs: Part 1
By Emily Ng
From Cyndi Lauper’s Buns of Steel, to
INSANITY and Brazilian Butt workouts, there
are many fitness videos that keep you at home,
on the couch, or struggling to do tricep dips
on a roller desk chair. Especially at college in
a new town, going out into the community for
a workout can be jarring and overwhelming
at times. In this series, I seek to decode the
fitness options available in Colorado Springs,
providing a review of the fitness classes
available.
The Pure Barre Experience
Nylon, curvaceous omegas, the official stamp
of Lululemon Athletica, scatter the floor in
variations of downward dog. This is no place for
the faint-hearted; it’s the land of AVEDA salon
braid bars and dollar-off mimosas. It’s the land
of the Pure Barre experience.
In honor of its second year in Colorado
Springs, Pure Barre held a free class at the
Ivywild School this past weekend. Although
the workout had some modifications—due to
the lack of an actual “bar”—the experience and

workout methodology were all the same.
In the Ivywild gymnasium, brimming
with soft natural light and the glow of clear
twinkle lights, the Pure Barre instructors
called class into session. The class consisted of
predominantly women—with the exception of
three men with positive, “can-do” attitudes—
led by female instructors, who were just as
eager to teach.
The instructors shared what distinguishes
Pure Barre from other group fitness classes and
discussed what is integral to its methodology:
three distinctive movements. There’s the
“pulse,” multiple small targeted muscle
contractions that work finite muscle groups;
the “stretch,” a repeated extension of the
designated body part to work other smalltwitch muscles; and the “tuck,” the process of
scooping the belly in and engaging the core.
The instructors used all movements repeatedly
as an exercise and held them to promote good
posture.
The Pure Barre methodology rests in

these movements, which are also known as
isomorphic exercises. These exercises are
slight motions that are intended to define and
elongate certain muscle groups, build stability,
and strengthen these muscles. Benefits of
these workouts include reportedly lowering
participant blood pressure and toning and
defining certain muscles.
After a brief cardio-intensive and full range of
motion warm-up, the workout incorporated a
combination of the isomorphic exercises. Most
of the workout could be performed in a slight
squat above the ground with a couple small
twitch motions, pulses, stretches, and tucks.
The workout had very minimal arm work, but
very intensive leg work, specifically engaging
the butt and thighs. Although the instructor
added the option of light weights to the arm
work, the added weight could barely amount to
breaking a light sweat.
By the end of the workout, there was no
satisfied dripping-with-sweat feeling; arguably,
there was little-to-no sweat. These isometric

exercises provide no cardio or endurance
training, being only for the purpose of
strength-building. The Mayo Clinic, however,
deems these exercises as ineffective at building
strength, saying that they instead primarily
help with muscle stabilization. Thus, these
exercises contribute to toning, mainly serving
muscle stability and body aesthetic purposes,
but they do not build new muscle.
The Pure Barre experience is intended not for
functionality but for definition. The movements
are basic and not overly strenuous, making it
an excellent workout to use in conjunction with
a normal routine—for cosmetic purposes. Pure
Barre is for the athletes, the pseudo-workout
enthusiasts, and Lululemon lovers alike.
Sweat Level (Scale 1 to 5): 2
Difficulty: Easy
Type of Exercise: Toning
Targets: Beginners, athletes, and those
looking for a cosmetic rather than functional
workout.

Pure Barre exercise class at Ivywild. Photo Courtesy of Emily Ng

Backcountry Level III Training Fosters Outdoor Competence
Across Generations of Trip Leaders
By Sarah Laico
In the world of the Outdoor Recreation
Committee at Colorado College, it’s not
uncommon to see students proudly donning
trucker hats stating: “Outdoor Education Trip
Leader.” Nor is it out of the ordinary to spot
yellow Marmot backpacks with the same title
stitched across the front, bobbing up and
down on an outdoorswoman’s shoulders. The
Outdoor Education Department awards this
apparel to those who qualify as Backcountry
Level I and Level II leaders, respectively. But
what about the snazzy blue Outdoor Research
hoodies that represent the illustrious—yet
elusive—Backcountry Level III status? Why are
those so infrequent?
Through the Ahlberg Leadership Institute
(ALI), the Outdoor Education Department
has designed a progression for students with
varying backcountry abilities prior to CC to
gain the skills and experiences needed to lead
outdoor trips for the school. Level I leadership
requires a weekend-long training at the CC
Cabin, First Aid and CPR certification, and
participation on at least two outdoor trips. Level
II is more rigorous; students must complete
a longer training, in addition to receiving
Wilderness First Responder certification and
leading an overnight trip. Many students

achieve both levels if committed and sense of accomplishment.
The training itself, however, does not certify
passionate about outdoor education. However,
while Levels I and II can seem more or less like a Level III leader. In addition to this past
a series of boxes to check off, Level III requires a weekend, participants must also commit to
continuous presence in outdoor education and leading a Level I training at the CC Cabin and
a desire to foster a community of well-trained, mentoring a Level II training, and must have led
at least 20 days in the field. This commitment
enthusiastic leaders for future students.
emphasizes that Level III
This past weekend,
is not just the pursuit of a
the
only
Level
III
Backcountry
training
This commitment emphasizes title and a snazzy jacket,
but rather, the desire
of the year took place.
that Level III is not just the
to usher new, effective
Four participants, led by
leaders into outdoor
Andrew Allison-Godfrey,
pursuit of a title.
education.
Outdoor Education and
Trip participant Olivia
Ritt Kellogg Memorial
Noonan '20 exemplifies
Fund Coordinator, set
about practicing effective teaching skills. Each what it means to be a Level III leader and
participant selected three lessons to teach to give back to the program. “I had never been
the group—everything from map and compass backpacking before—let alone camping,”
to campfire skills. While hiking in Beaver Noonan said of her experience prior to
Creek Wilderness Area and camping at Shelf attending CC. After falling in love with the Rocky
Road, each participant chose appropriate Mountains on her FOOT trip, Noonan wanted
moments to teach their lessons, with the other to get involved with the ALI Backcountry
participants providing immediate feedback on Leader track, so she pursued its different
their lesson content and delivery. Though it’s trainings. “I learned so many skills from these
likely that Level III training participants have student-taught trips and trainings and can
encountered these topics before, teaching accredit these skills to other CC leaders who
them to others provides a new challenge and a voluntarily shared their outdoor knowledge

with other aspiring backcountry adventurers,”
Noonan explained. “I now feel like it is my duty
to enable other students to get out and explore
our incredible surroundings regardless of their
level of prior experience.”
With their latest training under their
belts, Noonan and the other participants
of Backcountry Level III have taken time to
reflect with Allison-Godfrey on how they see
themselves contributing to outdoor education
in the future. While leadership in outdoor
education may come in a variety of forms, the
ALI leadership tracks ensure that all leaders
have the expertise and experiences necessary
to lead and teach. However, regardless of what
next steps participants take, the training is an
enjoyable and empowering experience.
“I love Level III because it gives an opportunity
for students to develop their skills,” AllisonGodfrey said. “It’s awesome to see students
who started at Colorado College with little-tono backcountry experience progress to a level
where they are able to teach other students
the skills they learned as underclassmen.”
The passion of these student leaders for the
outdoors, combined with the guidance of
the the Outdoor Education Department, will
ensure that this cycle continues.
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Could Apple Cider Vinegar Be a Cure-All?
By Carlton Moeller
In recent years, apple cider vinegar has
gained recognition as having a wealth of health
benefits. However, is this recognition founded?
At base, apple cider vinegar is just apple juice
with yeast added to it. This live yeast feeds on
the sugar in the apple juice, fermenting it and
turning the sugar into alcohol. Then bacteria
turn the alcohol into acetic acid, which is what
gives apple cider vinegar its distinctly vinegary
smell. This fermentation process also reduces
the high concentration of sugar within the
apple juice, making it much healthier. But it is
not just the reduced amount of sugar in apple
cider vinegar that gives it its health benefits;
the fermentation process also adds a whole
host of other healthy byproducts.
The fermentation of apple juice creates a vast
array of probiotics, which contribute to our
gut microbiome, aiding gut health. Recently,
scientific inquiries into the relationship
between our gut microbiome and our health
have demonstrated that it can be a major
contributor to the overall health of our
bodies. One case by Nega Alang and Colleen
Kelly, "Weight Gain After Fechl Microbiota
Transplantation," documents a lean woman
with a healthy exercise routine and diet who
received a gut bacteria transplant from an
obese woman. The lean woman, with the
microbiome of the obese woman, suddenly
became obese as well, even though she stuck
to her same diet and exercise routine. This
finding demonstrates the importance of a
healthy gut microbiome—in this case, apple
cider vinegar may lend a hand.
The combination of healthy probiotics and

acetic acid in apple cider vinegar has been
shown to have some amazing positive effects.
One study out of the University of Milan in Italy
found that vinegar consumption decreased
blood sugar levels by an average of 31 percent
after eating white bread. Moreover, when
diabetic rats were given apple cider vinegar

for four weeks at the Ahvaz Jundishapour
University of Medical Sciences, they found a
significant increase in high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol and a significant decrease in
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol. It is a
common myth that cholesterol is bad for
you; cholesterol is necessary for your body to

function normally. In this animal study, apple
cider vinegar was shown to increase levels of
the good cholesterol, HDL, and reduce bad
LDL cholesterol. LDL cholesterol is harmful
because the low density makes it more likely
for the cholesterol to get caught inside an
artery and eventually lead to a blood clot,
whereas HDL cholesterol’s high density makes
it much harder for this to happen.
Apple cider vinegar has more benefits than
just helping your body maintain healthy blood
sugar and cholesterol levels; it is also great for
weight loss. One Japanese study in 2009 from
Biosci Biotechnol Biochem found that after
12 weeks of drinking 15 or 30 milliliters of the
vinegar every day, “body weight, BMI, visceral
fat area, waist circumference, and serum
triglyceride levels were significantly lower in
both vinegar intake groups than in the placebo
group.” Why did this happen? Apart from the
benefits of acetic acid on insulin resistance
and cholesterol, apple cider vinegar has also
been shown to increase satiety. One 2005 study
at Lund University in Sweden found “there was
an inverse dose-response relation between the
level of acetic acid and glucose and insulin
responses, and a linear dose-response relation
between acetic acid and satiety rating.”
It is incredible how an often-overlooked food
item such as apple cider vinegar can have such
a profound effect on one’s health. And the
best part is, it tastes great! Apple cider vinegar
could be a positive addition to your diet. Give
it a try, and your body may thank you.

Photo By Daniel Sarché

Tracking Fitness and Fuel? There’s an App for That
By Bella Staal
The exponential technological growth of
the last few decades has produced numerous
inventions that have drastically changed
the way many people live day-to-day. One
obvious invention that has transformed daily
life is the smartphone. The increasing reliance
on smartphones is often painted in a negative
light; however, companies constantly create
new apps that aim to make our lives healthier.
As health apps become more widespread and
varied, people have more options to choose
from to meet their health and fitness goals.
Fitness tracking apps like MyFitnessPal and
Fitbit offer their users the chance to keep track
of eating and exercise. With Fitbit, a tracker
worn on the wrist collects exercise data while
users manually enter their exercises with
MyFitnessPal. Both of these apps are useful
for people who are trying to change their
daily habits on a small scale—for example,
reaching Fitbit’s recommended 10,000 steps

per day. MyFitnessPal is more useful for
people specifically focused on improving
their diet, while Fitbit is useful for improving
both exercise and diet. That said, a downside
of these tracking apps is that they can overly
emphasize calorie goals, potentially breeding
poor and destructive eating habits.
In addition to fitness tracking apps, there is
also a plethora of workout apps. These apps
provide workouts that users can often tailor
to their exact fitness level and goals. Many of
these workouts come with pictures, videos,
and a voice that guides the user through the
exercises. Nike Training Club is one of my
favorite workout apps because it’s free and
there is a ridiculous number of workouts to
choose from. The app separates workouts
into beginner, intermediate, and advanced
levels, and each workout has its own specific
purpose. For example, there are workouts for
building core strength, increasing agility, or

burning fat. You can filter workouts based on
how much time you have, what equipment you
have access to, and which body parts you want
to target. If you want to be more consistent
with your workouts, you can even create your
own plan and the app will generate workouts
and a calendar for you.
For the runners out there, there are even apps
that specifically focus on running. Recently
there has been an increase in apps that offer
audio-guided runs, including Nike Running
Club. This is great for doing running workouts
because you don’t have to constantly look
down at your watch. If you’re willing to invest
some money, the best audio-guided app is
probably Aaptiv. Aaptiv is a new app that offers
audio-guided workouts for running, cycling,
and other forms of exercise. Like Nike Training
Club, the workouts are highly customizable.
It’s also unique because you can listen to the
workout without having to look at your phone,

and each workout comes with its own musical
playlist that doesn’t interrupt the instructor’s
voice.
For indecisive people who prefer to simply
follow instructions, there are plenty of apps
that include just one program. One of these
apps is Sweat, an app created for women that
takes the user through Kayla Itsines' program,
Bikini Body Guide. This program is ideal if you
are willing to fully commit yourself to it, as it
combines strength training, high intensity
interval training, and cardio. A downside is
that the subscription costs money, so it is an
investment.
The apps discussed in this article are only a
small percentage of the apps available. If none
of these apps seem to click for you, explore
online—there is almost undoubtedly an app
out there that best suits your personal fitness
goals.
Photos by Jen Middleton
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Rail Jam: Sliding into 6th Block
By Meg DeMarsh

Photos by Celia Herdic and Josh Birndorf
This past Friday night, Colorado College skiers and snowboarders competed in CC’s annual Rail Jam. The Freerider’s Union of Colorado College (FUCC), a coalition of CC’s
ski and snowboard enthusiasts, created a mini-terrain park
on the Preserve Hill. Both participants and vocal observers
watched as students, male and female, competed in freestyle
tricks. FUCC Co-Chair Christopher Birch, CCSGA President
Dorsa Djalilzadeh, and CCSGA Vice President of Finance Ariel Filion spoke to the preparation and facilitation of the event,
in particular, the consideration of the rising commitment to
inclusionary dialogue surrounding an often-exclusionary activity.
Birch described the tumultuous preparation surrounding a
logistically difficult event. “It started late before winter break,
getting into contact with local businesses to work out the logistics. And then it ended up culminating that week of, with
trying to finalize invoices and service orders and such,” Birch
said.
The city of Silverthorne transported four trucks of snow to
CC specifically for the event. The Colorado College Facilities
Department created a mound of snow from this pileup, while
the FUCC spent five to six hours constructing the course itself. “The snow we did a little bit differently this year. We did
the event a little bit earlier than normally. We thought that
maybe, hopefully doing it earlier, sixth block first week, that
maybe we would have a little snow on campus. And, luckily,
we did; it was nice and cold,” Birch said.
An aspect of Rail Jam that is often unnoticed is the FUCC’s
collaboration with local Colorado businesses. Birch and fellow Co-Chair Alexander Makic worked closely with these
companies to ensure snow, lights, hay, and scaffolding arrived in time for the day of the event. “The lights are from a
local rental company downtown called Bill’s Tool Rental.
And we got 63 bails of hay. I drove out to Falcon, to this place
called Bartlett Hay and Feed Co. They helped me load the 63
bails into the back of the U-Haul and drive that over to the
Preserve area.” Waco Scaffolding & Equipment Co. provided
the remaining supplies for the event.

Birch emphasized the necessity of these companies for the
execution of the event, particularly considering that 73 percent of the $9,964 budget goes to supplies and set-up. Due to
the continued collaboration with these companies, the number has largely stayed consistent from year to year.
Yet, this year, the FUCC switched their focus from the difficulties of logistical planning to the concerns surrounding the
inclusivity and sustainability of the space. Due to prior criticism surrounding the event, CCSGA, in collaboration with
the FUCC, initiated a student dialogue series to concentrate
their efforts on how to ensure that all students who wanted to
go to Rail Jam felt welcome.
Filion, an initial facilitator of these inclusionary efforts,
spoke to the inspiration behind this action. Through her twoyear tenure, Filion reviewed upwards of 500 CC affiliated
budgets, noticing a trend of controversy surrounding the
events that required larger monetary needs. “I really wanted
this year, in my role as VP of Finance, to make sure I’m not
only doing the financial aspect of my job. But also, that part of
my job is ensuring that the events that are going through our
office are doing the best that they can, in being as inclusive
as they can, and as affordable as they can,” Filion said. Upon
Djalilzadeh’s election as President, the two met to discuss the
continuation of a series of dialogue dinners, this year with an
increased focus on inclusive events.
The dialogue dinners, particularly in regards to Rail Jam,
inspired candid and often opposing opinions to be vocalized.
As Djalilzadeh explained, “I was interacting with Rail Jam as
just a student in the last three years. I obviously had my issues
with it because I’m a student of color, minority student, and
don’t ski: born and raised in Colorado, don’t ski. I just wasn’t
in that space at all.” Although many students feel a similar
sense of exclusion, she also recognized the many students
who don’t. The goal: make the planning and preparation of
Rail Jam a collaborative space, between different groups and
organizations that may not otherwise have the opportunity to
interact. Through these conversations, Djalilzadeh and Filion
hoped to encourage and implement individual ideas in the

Innovation at CC
Celebrates New
Location with Winter
Launch Party
By Arielle Gordon
Innovation at Colorado College reopened in a new
location on campus at the beginning of the school year.
Last Thursday, they held a Launch Party and invited
students, faculty, and staff to interact with the new
space. Staff members of the Innovation program were
available for questions, and attendees enjoyed food
and snacks while they took tours and explored what Innovation at CC has to offer.
Over the summer, several students and staff worked
to transform the building at 232 E. Cache la Poudre,
which used to be a dentist's office, into the Innovation
at CC space. The building features two floors of space
for use. The main level has an open design and is full
of movable furniture and supplies that students can
use for a variety of creative projects. The lower level

Photo by Celia Herdic
has more technology to create projects, such as a laser
cutter. “We are making the space as student-friendly as
possible,” said Landis Hackett '19, who works in the Innovation at CC building.
The flexibility of the Innovation space is completely
intentional and is designed to cater to as many needs
as possible. Innovation at CC encourages students to
utilize the space to work on their ideas and helps with
wherever they are in the creative process.
“It is a cross-disciplinary, creative space,” Innovation
Program Coordinator Cyndy Hines said. “We take a
cooperative approach and hope to integrate into curriculums.”
For example, Assistant Professor of Analytical Chemistry Eli Fahrenkrug recently visited Innovation and

facilitation of this ultimately school-wide event.
Djalizadeh praised the FUCC’s willingness to engage in this
collaboration and, ultimately, catalyze other inclusionary efforts in campus activities. “Having the Co-Chairs of FUCC
be really communicative with us, and be willing to help us,
was awesome. And, I think that was the impression a lot, that
FUCC and Rail Jam are just doing their own thing, and insular, and comprised of white dudes,” Djalilzadch said. “But
the thing is they were so, so excited to work with us and were
really accommodating. And I’m so proud of what FUCC was
able to do and what we were able to help them to do.”
As a result of these conversations, FUCC did put their plans
into action. “We tried to do a lot. But, as it got going, certain
clubs were more adept to working with us. So, we ended up
collaborating with the Video Game Club and SOMOS,” Birch
said. “Normally, the security takes the upstairs McHugh
Commons area as their headquarters and that kind of sections that off and negates us from using that at all. But, this
year, I found an open date and reserved that space, so SOMOS and Video Game Club were up there.” Both SOMOS
and Video Game Club had different events in McHugh Commons, a dance and competition, respectively, that occurred
alongside Rail Jam. The location allowed the club’s members
to participate in their event while also feeling included in the
larger CC community.
Birch also spoke about the holistic expansion of the event
to include a CC DJ, a performance from the Tiger Eyes Dance
Team, and marshmallow roasting. A CC alumna even donated a snowboard, which was raffled off in support of DACA.
Beyond Rail Jam, Filion commented on CCSGA’s continued efforts to promote diversity and inclusion. “Every event
that wants to happen should be able to happen. We are not
here to shut any events down; we’re excited about it, if you’re
excited about it. We just want to make sure everyone feels
welcome in spaces and make sure that this is happening with
every event.”

used the laser cutter to build a prototype of a model he
was working on in class. The laser cutter can engrave
an object or cut out pieces of material.
Dez Stone Menendez '00 has been the Director of
Innovation at CC since September 2016. She wants to
help students regain the creativity that some feel they
have lost as they grow older.
“We are piloting a lot of new programming,” Menendez said. “Our main learning outcome is creative confidence, which is really about stepping into the unknown
and trusting oneself.”
Menendez is focused on making innovation accessible to all. She emphasizes that innovation should not
just connect with entrepreneurship because anything
can be innovated. She was excited that this year’s Big
Idea Competition featured three female teams in the
finals and that the final projects were not all solely focused on technological projects.
“Innovation is a moving target,” Menendez said.
“Process comes before product, and it requires comfort
with navigating ambiguity.”
There is always more to build upon with Innovation
at CC. Moving forward, Hackett hopes to implement
collaborative events and speakers into programming.
He is hopeful for a partnership with the Colorado
Springs Food Rescue and would also like to begin some
cooking classes on various topics, including bringing in
a gluten-free and vegan chef to teach. More ideas are
also being considered.
Innovation at CC intends to be driven by students
and modified to their needs and the work that they are
doing.
“Students have free, 24-hour access to the space,”
Hackett said. “Everyone needs to be trained but can
then use the laser cutter.”
Menendez has open office hours every Wednesday
from 1-3 p.m. and encourages students to come and
talk about anything, including new ideas that they
have.
“Anything can be innovated,” Hines said. “We are
open to all ideas.”
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A Warm, Soft Space to Rest, and a Vessel for
Our Deepest Selves By Zascha Fox
Photo by Daniel Sarché
It’s coming to the time of the year when seniors across all
majors are buckling down to finish their theses and graduate. For some, this means completing a paper or an exploratory project, for others, a work of fiction or a piece of performing art. For the studio art majors, it’s time for them to
compile an art exhibit to represent the work they’ve done
over the past four years. Leo Turpan, a senior studio art major from East Hampton, NY, had his art show this past week.
Turpan “never considered the possibility of being an art
major before coming to CC,” but his introduction to 3D design class with Scott Johnson opened his mind and his eyes
“to looking at the world and working in a completely foreign way," Turpan said, "Because of the intense focus of the
Block Plan, I could literally feel my brain working in a different and new way, and that excited me.” Rather that choosing a more traditional academic focus, Turpan declared as a
studio art major to “tackle something completely new.”
When it came time for choosing the material focus of his
thesis, Turpan chose beds and mattresses. creating a show
consisting of a “combination of photography using slide
film and projections with three- dimensional sculptures.”
His artist statement, which accompanied a map of the
various sculptures and projections in the space, described
his inspiration for the show, which arose from an interest

Cartoon by Lo Wall

Should
You
Watch
'Annihilation'?
By Jordan Berman

in questioning how people look at beds and the roles that
they play in each of our lives. “The bed is simultaneously
the warm, soft place of our rest and a vessel for our deepest

"Each day we rise from
those depths to greet the
light, and each day we
return with more to let
sink in."

selves; it bears the harsh weight of our wild subconscious
and emotional lives,” Turpan’s artist statement said. “Each
day we rise from those depths to greet the light, and each

“Annihilation” is an adaptation of a book with
the same name. If the words “sci-fi” and “horror”
together innately excite you, go have fun; otherwise, pass. The film has problems that keep it
from being a truly great experience. It has a lot
of exploration, weirdness, and Oscar Isaac being
depressed.
A professor of biology, played by Natalie Portman, is recruited by the government to handle
a mysterious phenomenon mutating a national
park. She leads a team of scientists, played by the
likes of Jennifer Jason Leigh and Gina Rodriguez,
and follows in the footsteps of a team led by Oscar Isaac. I had trouble connecting to any of the
characters because they’re all so similar. They’re
all damaged goods; they’re all facing the exact
same problem; every single line is delivered the
same way. That’s more the fault of Writer and Director Alex Garland than any of the actors, but it
kept me from really caring about their safety. In
fact, there’s only one scene in the movie I can remember with anybody smiling.
A choice in the first shot of the movie robs the
story of most of its tension. [Disclaimer: contains
minor spoilers.] The main character recounts the
bulk of the story to an interrogator. It’s a classic
trope, and one that removes any chance of uncertainty for the viewer. From the first scene of
the movie, you know Natalie Portman will survive, and nobody else will. I couldn’t tell
you what the point of this storytelling perspective was.
[Disclaimer: contains major spoilers].
Several main plot details don’t make much
sense in hindsight. The first major action
scene is an attack by a mutated crocodile;
after a jump scare, in which it grabs one
of the secondary characters, it just lets her
go, then beaches itself and slowly waddles
back towards them. It’s as if the crocodile
just gave them a second chance for no
real reason. Also, much of the plot revolves around no expedition ever returning from “Area X.”-that name does

day we return with more to let sink in.” He used these ideas
to formulate the intention of examining the bed's purpose
and subverting their basic connotations.
Turpan decided to dissect the bed in both a physical and a
non-physical sphere. To discuss the physical, he described
each part of the bed, giving them meaning and reason: “The
sheets hold the portraits of our bodies’ impressions, the soft
foam absorbs our dreams, and a giving metal interior supports us from sinking down below the surface.” When talking about the more emotional side of the project, however,
Turpan had to move outside the material realm to access a
deeper meaning. “Although individually the bed serves as
a private space, those of us who are lucky enough all share
the common experience of the bed as a constant in our daily lives—a constant that records our changes as we learn,
grow, move, and become who we are.”
While many different majors’ theses take significant
amounts of time to complete, Turpan has been working on
the physical pieces since the beginning of the fall and started conceptualizing the idea about a year ago; the satisfaction at the culmination of the final product was a long time
coming. “The show was received very well,” Turpan said. He
had a “great critique with the art faculty,” and feels proud
of the work. “It seemed that everyone who visited had different favorites," he said, "Hopefully it impacted them emotionally and changed the way they look at their own beds."
When reflecting on his time as a studio art major, Turpan
said that his favorite thing was the “collaborative spaces
that we as students get to share, work in, and grow together
in as we move forward with our personal work.” He added
that this particular aspect of the major occurred specifically
within the senior thesis program. Moving the conversation
from the major as a whole to his show specifically, Turpan
said that his favorite piece in his exhibit was called “Metamorphosis,” which is made up of a stone sculpture inside
of a bed frame. He described the piece as a “great coming
together and synthesis of looking at how time in a place, the
landscape, the surroundings, and the people of that place
influence who you become.”
When asked whether he plans on pursuing art after graduating from CC, Turpan said that while he doesn’t have
any concrete plans to, there is potential. "I'm planning on
travelling and seeing where photography may take me, but
looking to do something with my hands/some type of creative work,” he said. This sentiment echoed what he said in
the second part of his artist statement: “Wherever it is we
rise each morning, we do so as the cumulative being of all
that has come before, with our beds as witness.”

not make it easier to take this movie seriously. Why doesn’t
the secret government task force start with a small expedition, maybe spend a couple hours inside, and then make
progressively deeper trips into the unexplored area? Why is
every expedition all-or-nothing? There’s nothing stopping
the animals from leaving, so why don’t they experiment on
some of the animals that have surely left Area X? At least one
animal must have thought, “Hmm, I’m going to walk outside
of this predefined radius!”
The movie’s main conceit, a zone full of rapid mutation, is
a fresh idea that is explored fairly well. But the scientists are
just so dumb. They could do so many safer things than what
they’re doing. Also, the ending is bizarre, culminating in a
single grenade causing an unexplained chain reaction that
destroys all the weirdness in Area X. Congratulations, Natalie, you resolved the movie! It was definitely on purpose.
I make a point of giving movies the logical benefit of the
doubt, but even I have my limits. This movie tested those
limits. It’s not all bad; it’s different, and it has some thoughtprovoking ideas. But then, so does the book. A movie is $10
and two hours of your time-use those elsewhere.

You’ll like “Annihilation” if:
• You don’t scare easily, or you like being scared.
• You’ve got the stomach for some fairly disturbing
images and action.
• You’ve come to grips with your inner nihilist, you
accept the things you cannot change and the
things that can change you.

Don’t watch “Annihilation” if:
• You expect scientists to be smart.
• You think movies are relaxing, feel-good times.
• You haven’t already seen both “Arrival” and
“The Thing.” (They’re better movies, and if you
splice them together, this is pretty much exactly
what you get).

The Catalyst
Last Saturday afternoon, I took the bus across town to
the University of Colorado, Colorado Springs. I headed
to the newly built Ent center, a silver snake of a building housing the UCCS performing arts program. I was
there to see Brian Quijada and Idris Goodwin in a discussion about their enticing mix of musical theatre and
solo play. The event was part of the center’s Prologue
discussions: pre-show talks with distinguished guests.
The show of the night was 'Oklahoma,' and this talk was
called “Race and the American Stage.”
The main event was Chicago-native Brian Quijada.
He is an actor, musician, solo performer, teacher, and
looper. He is a hyphenated artist who does much more
than the average entertainer, and he is good at it. After
graduating from the University of Iowa and spending a
year in Illinois, Quijada moved to New York and wrote
a solo play that opened to rave reviews, Quijada's autobiographical show, "Where Did We Sit on the Bus," won
two Jeff Awards and two Drama Desk nominations.
Quijada’s work springs out of a desire to see more
Latinx stories like his own. His writing is influenced by
deep introspection and analysis of identity. Quijada is
the child of Salvadorian immigrants. He grew up in a
trailer park where he was the only Latino on the bus going to school. When he moved to a house in a northern
suburb of Highwood, he attended a school that was 75
percent Jewish and nearly all white.
Quijada spoke a bit about what it was like growing
up light-skinned and Latinx in that environment. “I
was too white for my brown friends, too brown for my
white friends,” he said. During a class on the civil rights
movement, he began to think critically about where he
fit in. “Where were we?” he asked. “Latinos? Where did
we sit on the bus?” After an uncomfortable silence, the
teacher responded. “Oh, they weren’t around.” This
encounter was the inspiration for his solo show, but
the search for answers to this and similar questions run
through all of his work.
On stage beside Quijada was his partner in rhyme,
Idris Goodwin. Goodwin is a professor in the department of Theatre and Dance at Colorado College and
a world-renowned playwright, writer, and performer.
He met Quijada at the University of Iowa while they
were both taking a slam-poetry class; Quijada was an
undergraduate, and Goodwin was working toward his
masters. The two quickly hit it off, writing together and
sharing their work. Both write theatre-like poetry, with
beats to back them up and lines that flow like lyrics.
"It’s a play that’s not exactly a musical, but is musical,”
Quijada explained.
The two began working together professionally on a
piece that fit this description. Goodwin wanted a beatboxer for a show in development called "How we Got
on." He reached out to Quijada, who at the time was an
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Brian Quijada Takes
on the Springs
By Charlotte Schwebel

Photo by Daniel Sarché
amateur. Years later in 2016, Quijada was in the opening cast of the show when it premiered in Chicago. The
two recently formed a band where all the percussion is
vocal, and performances are mostly for talks when the
two can get together.
The talk started with the broad question, “What is
musical theatre?” The audience answered with what
you would expect: big events with large musical numbers, costumes, and a feel-good ending. Quijada wants
to make theatre more accessible than that. “I want to
make shows you can do in the garage,” he said. His
intersectionality transcends the colors of the people
in the shows, or, the narrative that defines them. Quijada revolutionizes theatre by creating shows that can
be done anywhere for anyone, moving past success
defined by money and people, towards art for all. His
shows can be performed at theatres for a crowd or in
the living room for a friend to similar effect.
Sunday night, Quijada and Goodwin taught a select
group of students from both Colorado College and
UCCS some of their tricks. Both started by performing
poems about their names to teach how to pull a moral
from the slow day-to-day. Then Quijada performed an
excerpt from "Where Did We Sit on the Bus." Holly, a
student at UCCS, was the first to respond with, “I didn’t
think about anything else when you were performing.”
Daniel, a Colorado College student, spoke as well. “The
music resonated within you in the now. A sparkle sort
of just happened.”
To create something like this, there are four main
points. One, pose questions to yourself. Two, write

about anything you want, just make sure it is in your
voice. Three, tell the story through a moment with a
clear visual. Four, write as much as you can. In a few
minutes, everyone had a story written in the form of
poetry or song, or somewhere in between. The room
was charged with emotion. They pulled us out of a
trance, and then we learned how to loop.
Looping is a way for one performer to create layers of
sound on their own. Someone records a short sound or
riff, and it plays on a loop. Then they record another,
and this one plays over the first. You can add as many
as you want, starting or stopping as you please. Quijada
used a soundboard for his performance, but to learn
the audience used an iPad app. People in the group
went up one at a time and spoke or sang into the app,
then performed.
It is powerful. The addition of music gives emphasis
to every line and sets a rhythm to the performances. It
adds depth, making the words somehow three dimensional. Salvador, a student at UCCS, picks up a ukulele
and has the audience laughing in the first minute. Brittany, a theatre major at UCCS, makes us think about
invisible pain. “What hurts more are the hurts I can’t
tell because they didn’t hurt enough.” Anna, another
UCCS student, gave a rousing criticism of fat-shaming.
“Even as I heard the words ‘you’re beautiful’ from my
mother every night, I didn’t believe them.”
Brian Quijada spent less than 24 hours in Colorado
Springs, but his art will stay with the students and community for much longer.

Sushi Ring: a Sweet Surprise Sitting Amongst The Rocky Mountains
By Becca Stine
Although far from any significant body of salt water,
even the rolling hills and high altitude of Colorado
Springs can't stop sushi imports. Despite the fact that
most of the food from King Soopers is imported from
elsewhere, many still scrutinize the idea of eating at a
sushi establishment in Colorado. Such scrutiny only
prevents the consumption of one of the most pleasurable cuisines. Sushi isn't just about the ginger, soy
sauce, and beautiful combinations of produce and
color; it is a dining experience like no other. Colorado
Springs has several Japanese restaurant options, but
Sushi Ring has proven not only to be the most affordable, but also the most fresh and delicious.
Unlike Fujiama, the sushi restaurant that sits in the
center of downtown, Sushi Ring is quaint, hidden, and
only five minutes from campus. This restaurant is surrounded by several fast food establishments, a laundromat, and a gas station just off the highway on Eighth
and Cimarron Street. A sushi bar occupies the entire
center space of the restaurant, surrounded by two to
four person tables. The space is no larger than a cute
coffee shop, making the sushi-making process visible,
efficient, and personable.
Sushi Ring does not attempt to cover the taste of the
fish or seafood by smothering their dishes in thick,
flavorful sauces. The sushi served here feels more
true to the cuisine in the simplicity of its arrangement
and lightness of its taste. The menu is unique to Colorado, as they offer both a "Colorado Springs Roll" and
a "Manitou Springs Roll," which is a combination of
shrimp tempura, avocado, and cucumber. The restaurant offers a wide range of hand roll and long roll
combinations, as well as a variety of Nigiri options and

appetizers ranging from shrimp dumplings and gyoza,
to deep-fried oysters and Agedashi tofu. This selection
of sushi, however, is just what exists on the "All-youcan-eat" menu; the a-la-carte menu offers other options, such as bento boxes and teriyaki bowls. If one is
to order more than three hand rolls, the all-you-caneat option immediately becomes profitable, making
Sushi Ring unique in the way in which “all you can eat”
doesn't entail leaving with an uncomfortably full stomach.

Cartoon by
Cate Johnson
Bryan, the server, made sure I gained as much from
the menu as possible by suggesting different combinations and recommending unique dishes, such as their
fried shrimp dumplings. The sushi rolls consist of eight
pieces, sliced thinly enough that one can order and
taste multiple without filling up. The appetizers are also
served in smaller portions, allowing one to taste almost
everything in manageable quantities. The all-you-caneat option is truly the way to go.
"[It’s] a very friendly restaurant and staff who immediately make you feel welcome,” junior Willis Zetter

said. “The all-you-can-eat is definitely the best option
for the hungry eater, and it's definitely the best bang for
your buck." The all-you-can-eat menu at Sushi Ring,
however, comes with an important rule: one must
eat everything that they order. Otherwise, the leftover
items are charged as their price on the a-la-carte menu.
This rule stands to eliminate waste in a culture and society where eyes are often larger than stomachs. Not
only does this encourage customers to be more intentional about each order, but it also promotes a certain
self-awareness that allows customers to leave feeling
satisfied, but not stuffed.
If all-you-can-eat sounds too overwhelming, however, flavor and variety are still available and affordable.
For example, one sushi roll, an appetizer, and a teriyaki
or bento bowl can all be enjoyed for under $20! Alongside their endless eating options, Sushi Ring also offers
a selection of imported Japanese beers priced comprably to the regular American beers on the menu. As I
ordered the chicken bowl, Bryan said, "When I started
working here I went broke. No joke. I got two of those a
day." Between the flavorful teriyaki sauce and perfectly
fried chicken, the bowl was truly that good.
The quality of taste becomes even more impressive
when peering behind the sushi bar in the center of the
restaurant; the two head sushi chefs are college-aged
men, "professionals," Bryan added, who treat sushi
making like an art form. Sushi Ring, a regular-looking
establishment on the side of I-25, makes the point that
despite negative assumptions about sushi standard in
the Rocky Mountain region, sushi can surprise even
the most skeptical eaters.
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Trump Administration Breaks
SNAP in Half
By NATALIE GUBBAY
The Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program is back, this time buried deep
within the fiscal year 2019 budget proposal. The Trump administration proposes to
cut almost $200 billion from SNAP funding
over the next 10 years by replacing about
half the value of current transfer payments
with boxes containing government-picked,
American-produced, nonperishable food.
Families would continue to receive the
other half of SNAP benefits as they do
now. The program, developed internally at
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, would
apply to households receiving at least $90
a month in SNAP benefits, more than 80
percent of the program’s recipients.
In the wake of its release, many anti-hunger groups came out against the proposal,
arguing the policy would be economically
inefficient as well as paternalistic and stigmatizing to families receiving SNAP benefits. The so-called “harvest boxes” would
literally label the doorstep of homes with
families in need of government assistance.
It would also limit choice and control over
their food consumption.
Politico quoted several anti-hunger
groups and professionals, comparing the
proposal to wartime or Depression-era
rationing. Mick Mulvaney, on the other
hand, compared the program to Blue
Apron and heralded it for keeping up
with the modern era—which, of, course,

begs the question: why wouldn’t you simply facilitate SNAP benefit redemption at
pre-existing online sources, like Amazon,
instead of creating a new program in its
entirety?
Outside of advocacy circles, the story has
largely been relegated to a one-shot news
headline. This policy deserves attention
from all of us though, not only because it
lacks respect for low-income families but
because it could create lasting, devastating impacts on food accessibility in areas
of poverty. It’s another poignant example
of misleading economics by the current
administration.
Harvest boxes would create food deserts
by rendering grocery stores and supermarkets financially unsustainable in areas
where much of their revenue comes from
SNAP benefit redemption. Currently 2,851
authorized retailers participate in SNAP
in Colorado, and in 2016 they redeemed
a total of $728 million in SNAP benefits—
most of which went to supermarkets and
superstores, Safeway, Costco, and the like,
where prices tend to be lowest. Branches
of those grocery stores in low-income
neighborhoods often rely on SNAP benefits to remain in business.
It’s not always good to follow the grocery
lobby, but here retailer opposition to the
policy foreshadows not just loss in corporate profit but the shutdown of supermar-

kets in the areas they’re most needed; cutting in half the money beneficiary families
can spend on food would drive businesses
away from low-income areas. At the same
time, families living in those neighborhoods still need to supply the other half—
more importantly, the healthier half—of
food purchases from local stores. The
quandary is predictable: families will receive nonperishable food reliably but have
diminished access to fresh produce, dairy,
and meat. Under these circumstances, it’s
hard to see how harvest boxes could be a
healthier alternative to the current program.
SNAP is also an economic stimulus tool;
every $1 spent on the SNAP program generates $1.79 in additional economic activity. Cutting $130 billion from the SNAP
program—as the administration hopes
to do with the food box proposal—
would thus take a more than
proportional amount of
money out of circulation
in local economies. It’s
important to emphasize, too, that this socalled $130 billion
in deficit reduction
is measured at the
federal level while
the administrative
costs of the program are handed off
to states. Whatever
states must spend to
establish delivery networks for food boxes is not
counted in budget numbers
reported by the White House.
As such, the predicted “deficit reduction” is more deficit transfer across
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levels of government, with state-level
budgets for other social service programs
likely to become casualties of the process.
While touting the food boxes as “100 percent American-produced” might seem politically savvy, no one in the White House
has suggested a way of doing so that does
not tie the U.S. government even more
tightly to the big agriculture producers
so many view with skepticism. The SNAP
program needs more funding, not less,
and this proposal is only “modern” in that
it underscores the willingness of our current government to manipulate research
and budget math to mislead the public.
Sorry, you lost me at “nonperishable.”
Cartoon By Cate Johnson

How “Broke” Are You Really?
How our campus equates financial modesty to poverty
By SAMANTHA SILVERMAN
You’ll hear it in regard to almost all facets of campus life, from discussions of
meal plan money, comments made in Weber Liquor, at the Arc, or in the moments
before your friend agrees to get dinner
downtown: “I’m so broke.” At a college
with more students from the top 1 percent
than the bottom 60 percent, we need to
stop and consider how much some of us
fall back on the “broke college student”
trope, and how our use of “broke” has
caused it to lose its gravity.
In my experience at Colorado College,
the default meaning of “I’m so broke”—
along with a laugh or smile—tends to be
something along the lines of “I don’t have
that much money in my bank account
right now, so I probably shouldn’t,” or
“I’m on the apartment plan, so I should
probably just steal this kombucha,” or,
quite simply, “alcohol is so expensive.”
In a school culture with a majority of exceedingly wealthy students using the term
“broke” to express their caution to pay for
something rather than their sheer inability, we will never progress in our dialogue
around privilege.
There are students who repeatedly claim
to be “broke,” who are not the ones paying
for their tuition, are not expected to contribute to their familial income, get some
form of allowance from their parents, and
even have a car on campus. “Broke” does
not equate to limited spending money,
nor is it always synonymous with a low

bank account balance. A student whose
family does not financially struggle and
knows they can ask their parents for assistance—even if they do not want to—
may have $200 in their bank account and,
therefore, is not “broke.” The quantity of

campus that trivializes the “broke college
student,” and with such a generally affluent student body, language pertaining to
money can become easily misconstrued.
When “I’m broke” comes to colloquially
mean “shouldn’t spend,” any student who
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funds is not the issue here; it’s what happens when it runs out, and whether someone has to swallow their pride, or spend
less on costly experiences.
This is not to say anyone’s financial
situation is without restriction. There is,
however, an inflation of language on this

is struggling to make ends meet without
any resources to fall back on becomes
even more alienated from our school’s
culture of costly sports, vacations, and the
normalcy of working less or not working at
all when in a difficult block.
You do not need to say you’re hyperboli-

cally “broke” if you’re just being frugal and
not taking your resources for granted. Reevaluate your language. Are you really in
a stressful situation financially with nowhere to ask for help in terms of everyday
costs or tuition? Claiming to have nothing
does not, by any means, validate the fact
that you need to be aware of your spending, and maybe you can’t always do all of
the things you want.
For those of us who can—and should—
check our privilege, we need to consciously resort to phrases such as, “I can’t
spend anything right now,” “I don’t have
the money for that,” “I don’t want to spend
money this week,” or “I have not been
making that much, and don’t want to ask
anyone for anything.”
So, as one of the least economically diverse colleges in the United States, we
must stay conscious that the top one
percent represents almost 25 percent of
our school, and that our vision of what is
“broke” is massively skewed. Those of us
guilty of professing a false poverty owe it
to our peers to not minimize the fact that
some people at this school have to think
about money on a daily basis.
You don’t have to wear designer clothes
and eat out every night to be wealthy, but
at the same time your Arc flannel and relatively modest and limited spending habits
do not make you “broke.” Don’t act as the
broke college student you aren’t.
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Affordable Housing Shortages and the True Cost of Development
(First of a Three-Part Series)
By MAX KRONSTADT
Colorado Springs has a serious affordable housing problem. The city is facing
a projected shortage of 26,000 affordable
units in 2019, and rising home and rental
prices are pushing more and more people out of the market. It’s a complex issue
that requires complex solutions. Yet one
thing is clear: before we can do anything
to fix the problem, we have to stop making it worse.
After the great recession, investors tiptoed back into the housing market, and
for the most part, studiously avoided
investment in low-income housing because that’s where the bubble burst the
hardest. This led to a housing market
heavily skewed towards above-marketvalue housing, which, when coupled
with significant population increases in
Colorado, created a serious shortage of
affordable housing in cities like Denver,
Boulder, and Colorado Springs.
This problem cannot be solved without
significant increases in housing supply.
But these increases in supply can’t mirror
the investments of the last 10 years, which
got us into this mess in the first place. Increases in expensive housing supply bring
wealthy people to a city, creating a need
for low-wage workers, and therefore, affordable housing. So increasing the supply of upscale
housing without comparably increasing the supply of affordable

housing will make the problem worse.
Still, very few people in the Colorado
Springs city government seem willing
to discuss this issue. Every time a major
development is proposed, city officials
look at the project in terms of economic
growth, tax revenue, and strain on tangible city resources such as police and
fire departments, and then make a narrow decision based on the merits of that
project alone. While each individual development decision might make sense,
taken together they demonstrate a fundamental inability to look at development through a long-term, holistic lens.
Moreover, most of the time these developments do not actually pass the
economic litmus test of the City Council—that they ultimately pay for themselves—because of what they do to the
affordable housing market. Since Colorado Springs is already short 26,000 affordable housing units, creating new need for
affordable housing really means creating
new people experiencing homelessness.
Even if we are to set aside the human cost
of this reality, this means that most upscale housing developments do not make
economic sense for the city government.
This is because people
experiencing
homelessness

cost city governments between $30,000
and $40,000 per year, between medical expenses, police costs, time in prison, and
other services. When this is factored into
how much developments cost the city
government, it’s revealed that most of
them do not pay for themselves.
The City Council seems poised to make
this type of mistake again soon, and on
a large scale, in the form of the development of Banning Lewis Ranch, a 24,000
acre plot of land northeast of Colorado
Springs. The plan at issue would allow
the Nor’wood Development Group, who
owns 18,000 of the 24,000 acres, to build
thousands of above-market-value singlefamily homes, drastically increasing the
supply of upscale housing in the city.
There are plenty of valid arguments for
and against the development of Banning
Lewis Ranch, which I will delve into in a
future article, but since no one is taking
into account the need it will create for affordable housing, it is a bad idea.
I’m wary to go into too much depth
about Banning Lewis Ranch right now
because it’s a complex issue that deserves more attention than I can give in
this piece. But it’s illustrative of the type
of bad economic math that the city does
time and time again, so I will do so briefly.
It’s unclear exactly what the correct ratio of new affordable units to new abovemarket-value units should be—it depends
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a lot on the future of labor and economic development in Colorado Springs.
It’s also unclear exactly how many new
homes will be built on Banning Lewis
Ranch—recent zoning changes allowed
for 2,220 new homes on a 248-acre parcel.
However, it’s safe to say that the development will create the need for thousands
of new affordable housing units which,
again, means thousands of people experiencing homelessness. At $30,000 per
person experiencing homelessness, this
means that the development will cost
the city at least $30 million, more likely
hundreds of millions. So when the proponents of the development tout that it
will generate $49 million in tax revenue
over thirty years, keep that information in
mind.
This purely economic look at development masks the fact that these decisions
have major human implications and that
the affordable housing crisis Colorado
Springs faces is ultimately a moral one.
For that, I apologize. But since the decisions are so often made in primarily economic terms, it makes sense to have gone
into why the prevailing economic wisdom
is deeply flawed.
There are a number of great, innovative solutions to affordable housing issues and homelessness at work across the
United States. Housing first—the idea of
giving people subsidized housing without stipulations and then focusing on
sobriety, employment, etc.—has been
very successful. Inclusive zoning—laws
that require every new development to
set aside a certain percentage of units
as affordable—also has a lot of promise,
though it’s illegal in Colorado.
But we will never solve our affordable
housing problems until we start to see all
issues related to city governance and economic development as affordable housing issues.

Virtues of Volunteerism
By MATTHEW SIMONS
As college students, we often get caught
up in our own little worlds in which we
don’t retain much of a connection to the
outside world. Colleges and universities
are often accused of creating their own
bubbles of existence separate from the
rest of the community and the world, and
these accusations aren’t exactly unfounded either.
As higher education institutions often
tend to function on a different wavelength than the status quo, it can be difficult to connect with surrounding communities and identify with their zeitgeist.
This isn’t to say that we’re completely in
the wrong; colleges and universities are
places that foster innovation, new ideas,
and progressive ideals often more effectively than the outside world.
Nevertheless, we must remain aware
of the elitist, intellectual stereotype that
surrounds college life because, like most
stereotypes, the stigma surrounding colleges as isolated institutions has some
truth to it. So, as students who exist in the
college bubble, we must make an effort
to shed the stigma of our elitism and address the privilege we have to spend four
years and a lot of money on developing

our intellect and learning from mistakes.
One of the ways to achieve that goal is to
volunteer.
Complacency with living detached from
the surrounding world is a privilege,
one that often goes unnoticed. As young
adults who attend an institution of higher learning, for many of us, all we have
to worry about is getting good grades,
making friends, and managing our Tiger
Bucks. Obviously, there are many other
issues that students deal with, including
mental health issues, financial problems,
and family issues, but nevertheless we
are privileged compared to the rest of the
world with the issues we face in our identities as college students.
This partly changes once we enter into
the “real world,” where there is a lot more
uncertainty regarding our future, even
though hopefully a Colorado College education will equip us with the tools to handle those situations. College is a testing
ground for life after the fact. In college,
there are plenty of worries to be had and
mistakes to be made, but consequences
are often much less grave than if we were
to make those same mistakes later in life.
Young adults and college students have

a propensity towards remaining very concerned about their own lives. In a sense,
we lack empathy. But CC has no shortage
of paths to begin expressing some empathy. Just looking through the list of clubs,
you can engage with Amnesty International, Best Buddies, FemCo, Prison Project, and many other clubs with altruistic
motives to better the world around them.
There is no shortage of people who participate in these clubs, but there are still
many more students who do not engage
with these opportunities. These students
are missing out on an opportunity to make
the world around them a better place, as
well as an opportunity to become a better
person and add experiences of intrinsic
value to their life.
In high school, I participated in clubs
that organized school, sport, and social
events for students with special needs. I
would eat lunch with dtudents with special needs from my high school, or play
basketball with them, or just socialize at
club-organized events. Since arriving at
CC, I haven’t been involved in those types
of clubs, and I miss that a lot.
There’s a lot we, as college students,
can learn from people who don’t have

the same opportunities to succeed in
life as we do. Volunteering gives us some
perspective on how easy our lives are, in
relative comparison to many others who
struggle to find their next meal or to exist
in a society that doesn’t provide adequate
accommodations for different abilities. Especially in Colorado Springs, one
doesn’t have to go far to see that there is a
homeless epidemic in this city, that there
are many people living in poverty.
There are abundant opportunities to
get involved and help these people or the
environment; all we have to do is take a
peek out of our bubble and try to escape
the solipsistic path of the college existence. And if for nothing else, one only
has to take a quick look online to see that
volunteering is healthy and is beneficial
to yourself and the people or environment you’re helping.
Humans have an intrinsic drive to do
good, we just sometimes get lost in our
own problems and forget about the rest
of the world. If we can break the chain
of individual isolationism that we have
wrapped around ourselves, then we will
be able to make ourselves and the world
around us a better place.

Safety Week: March 5-9, 2018

Visit the Worner Center 11:30 a.m. - 2 p.m. next
week to learn more about:
•

Spring Break safety

•

Drug and alcohol awareness

•

Self defense

•

Student EMS

•

Active assailant information
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ATTENTION: JUNIORS

THE 2018
CC GRANTS IN WRITING
$15,000 for Block and Summer Projects
2017 Winners

David Andrews • Anika Grevstad • Helen Griffiths • Sofia Haines

Applications Available in the English Department
Armstrong 245 or on the
English Department Website

INFORMATION MEETING
Wednesday, February 21, 3:30 pm
English Department Lounge (AH245A)
2017 winners will be at this meeting to
answer your questions.
Application Deadline: Monday, March 12, 2:00 pm
For further information, contact
Professor Barry Sarchett,
Chair of the Selection Committee

